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1. Overview

1.1 Scope

This document has been developed as a guide for the design, installation, and protection of wire and cable systems in
substations with the objective of minimizing cable failures and their consequences. This guide is not intended for use
in the design of wire and cable systems in generating stations, which is adequately covered in IEEE Std 422-1986 1 and
IEEE Std 690-1984 . Guidance for wire and cable design for gas-insulated substations (GIS) is available in IEEE Std
C37.122-1983 .

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this guide is to give guidance to the substation engineer in established practices for the application and
installation of metallic and optical cables in electric power transmission and distribution substations. This guide
emphasizes reliable electrical service during the design life of the substation.

Solutions presented in this guide may not represent the only acceptable practices for resolutions of problems.

This guide should not be referred to or used as an industry standard. It is being presented to aid in the development of
wire and cable system installations and should not be taken as a compliance standard.

1.3 References

This standard shall be used in conjunction with the following publications:

Accredited Standards Committee C2-1993, National Electrical Safety Code (NESC).2

1Information on references can be found in 1.3.
2The National Electrical Safety Code is available from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Service Center, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O.
Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA.
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AEIC CS5-1987, Specifications for Thermoplastic and Cross-linked Polyethylene Insulated Shielded Power Cables
Rated 5 kV through 35 kV.3

AEIC CS6-1987, Specifications for Ethylene Propylene Rubber Insulated Shielded Power Cables Rated 5 kV
through 69 kV.

AEIC CS7-1987, Specifications for Cross-linked Polyethylene Insulated Shielded Power Cable Rated 69 kV
through 138 kV.

ANSI/NFPA 70-1990, National Electrical Code (NEC).4

ANSI/NFPA 72D-1990, Installation, Maintenance and Use of Proprietary Signaling Systems.

ASTM E119-1988, Standard Methods of Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials.5

IEC 183-1984, Guide to the Selection of High-Voltage Cables.6 

IEC 228-1978, Conductors of Insulated Cables. 

IEC 331-1970, Fire-Resisting Characteristics of Electric Cables. 

IEC 332-1 (1979), Test on a Single Vertical Insulated Wire or Cable. 

IEC 332-3 (1982), Tests on Bunched Wires or Cables. 

IEEE Std 80-1986 (Reaff 1991), IEEE Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 81-1983, IEEE Guide for Measuring of Earth Resistivity, Ground Impedance, and Earth Surface Potentials
of a Ground System. 

IEEE Std 100-1992, The New IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electronics Terms. 

IEEE Std 367-1987 IEEE Recommended Practice for Determining the Electric Power Station Ground Potential Rise
and Induced Voltage from a Power Fault (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 383-1974 (Reaff 1992), IEEE Standard for Type Test of Class 1E Electric Cables, Field Splices, and
Connections for Nuclear Power Generating Stations (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 400-1991, IEEE Guide for Making High-Direct-Voltage Tests on Power Cable Systems in the Field (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 422-1986, IEEE Guide for the Design and Installation of Cable Systems in Power Generating Stations
(ANSI). 

IEEE Std 442-1981 (Reaff 1991), IEEE Guide for Soil Thermal Resistivity Measurements (ANSI). 

3AEIC publications can be obtained from the Sales Department, Association of Edison Illuminating Companies, 600 North I 8th Street, P.O. Box
2641, Birmingham, AL 35291-0992, USA.
4NFPA publications are available from Publications Sales, National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, P.O. Box 9101, Quincy, MA
02269-9101, USA.
5ASTM publications are available from the Customer Service Department, American Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19103, USA.
6IEC publications are available from IEC Sales Department, Case Postale 131, 3 rue de Varembé, CH 1211, Genève 20, Switzerland/Suisse. IEC
publications are also available in the United States from the Sales Department, American National Standards Institute, 11 West 42nd Street, 13th
Floor, New York, NY 10036, USA.
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IEEE Std 487-1992, IEEE Recommended Practice for the Protection of Wire-Line Communication Facilities Serving
Electric Power Stations. 

IEEE Std 518-1982 (Reaff 1990), IEEE Guide for the Installation of Electrical Equipment to Minimize Noise Inputs
to Controllers from External Sources (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 575-1988, IEEE Guide for the Application of Sheath-Bonding Methods for Single-Conductor Cables and the
Calculation of Induced Voltages and Currents in Cable Sheaths (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 634-1978, IEEE Standard Cable Penetration Fire Stop Qualification Test.7 

IEEE Std 643-1980, IEEE Guide for Power-Line Carrier Applications (Reaff 1991) (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 690-1984, IEEE Standard for the Design and Installation of Cable Systems for Class 1E Circuits in Nuclear
Power Generating Stations (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 979-1984 (Reaff 1988), IEEE Guide for Substation Fire Protection (ANSI). 

IEEE Std 1050-1989, IEEE Guide for Instrumentation and Control Equipment Grounding in Generating Stations
(ANSI). 

IEEE Std C37.1-1987, IEEE Standard Definition, Specification, and Analysis of Systems Used for Supervisory
Control, Data Acquisition, and Automatic Control (ANSI). 

IEEE Std C37.90.1-1989 (Reaff 1991), IEEE Standard Surge Withstand Capability (SWC) Tests for Protective Relays
and Relay Systems (Supplement to IEEE C37.90-1989) (ANSI).8 

IEEE Std C37.122-1983, IEEE Standard for Gas-Insulated Substations. 

IEEE Std C57.13.3-1983 (Reaff 1991), IEEE Guide for the Grounding of Instrument Transformer Secondary Circuits
and Cases  (ANSI). 

IEEE S-135 (1962), IEEE/IPCEA Power Cable Ampacities.

NEMA TC 2-1990, Electrical Plastic Tubing (EPT) and Conduit (EPC-40 and EPC-80).9

NEMA TC 6-1990, PVC and ABS Plastic Utilities Duct for Underground Installation.

NEMA VE1-1991, Metallic Cable Tray Systems.

NEMA WC 3-1980 (R 1986), Rubber-Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission and Distribution of Electrical
Energy (ICEA S-19-81 6th ed.).

NEMA WC 5-1973 (R 1985), Thermoplastic-Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission and Distribution of
Electrical Energy. (ICEA S-61-402 3rd ed.).

NEMA WC 7-1988, Cross-Linked-Thermosetting-Polyethylene-Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission and
Distribution of Electrical Energy (ICEA S-66-524).

7IEEE Std 634-1978 has been withdrawn; however, copies can be obtained from the IEEE Standards Department, IEEE Service Center, 445 Hoes
Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA, (908) 562-3800.
8IEEE publications are available from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Service Center, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331,
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA.
9NEMA publications are available from the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 2101 L Street NW, Washington, DC 20037, USA.
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NEMA WC 8-1988, Ethylene-Propylene-Rubber-Insulated Wire and Cable for the Transmission and Distribution of
Electrical Energy (ICEA S-68-516).

NEMA WC 50-1976 (R 1988), Ampacities, Including Effect of Shield Losses for Single-Conductor Solid-Dielectric
Power Cable 15 kV through 69 kV (ICEA P-53-426 2nd ed.).

NEMA WC 51-1986 (R 1991), Ampacities of Cables in Open-Top Cable Trays (ICEA P-54-440 3rd ed.).

NEMA WC 55-1986, Instrumentation Cables and Thermocouple Wire (ICEA S-82-522).

1.4 Definitions

The following definitions appear again in this standard in the clauses specific to the respective term.

1.4.1 ABS: Conduit fabricated from acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene.

1.4.2 cable fire break: Material, devices, or an assembly of parts installed in a cable system, other than at a cable
penetration of a fire-resistive barrier, to prevent the spread of fire along the cable system.

1.4.3 cable penetration: An assembly or group of assemblies for electrical conductors to enter and continue through
a fire-rated structural wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly.

1.4.4 cable penetration fire stop: Material, devices, or an assembly of parts providing cable penetrations through fire-
rated walls, floors, and floor-ceiling assemblies and maintaining their required fire rating.

1.4.5 cable system enclosure (cocoon): An assembly installed around a cable system to maintain circuit integrity, for
a specified time, of all circuits within the enclosure when it is exposed to the most severe fire that may be expected to
occur in the area.

1.4.6 common-mode noise (longitudinal): The noise voltage that appears equally and in phase from each signal
conductor to ground. Common-mode noise may be caused by electrostatic or electromagnetic induction.

1.4.7 common-mode to normal-mode conversion: In addition to the common-mode voltages which are developed in
the single conductors by the general environmental sources of electrostatic and electromagnetic fields, differences in
voltage exist between different ground points in a facility due to the flow of ground currents. These voltage differences
are considered common mode when connection is made to them either intentionally or accidentally, and the currents
they produce are common mode. These common-mode currents can develop normal-mode noise voltage across
unequal circuit impedances.

1.4.8 crosstalk: The noise or extraneous signal caused by ac or pulse-type signals in adjacent circuits.

1.4.9 design life of a substation: The time during which satisfactory substation performance can be expected for a
specific set of operating conditions.

1.4.10 EMT: Electrical metallic tubing.

1.4.11 EPT: Electrical plastic tubing for type I applications, fabricated from PVC.

1.4.12 EPC-40: Electrical plastic conduit for type II applications, fabricated from PE; or for type II and III
applications, fabricated from PVC.

1.4.13 EPC-80: Electrical plastic conduit for type IV applications, fabricated from PVC.

1.4.14 fire-protective coatings: A material applied to a completed cable or assembly of cables to prevent the
propagation of flame. Fire-protective coatings include liquids, mastics, and tapes.

1.4.15 fire-resistive barrier: A wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly erected to prevent the spread of fire.

1.4.16 fire-resistive barrier rating: This is expressed in time (hours and minutes) and indicates that the wall, floor, or
floor-ceiling assembly can withstand, without failure, exposure to a standard fire for that period of time.
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1.4.17 FRE: Conduit fabricated from fiberglass reinforced epoxy.

1.4.18 IMC: Intermediate metal conduit.

1.4.19 normal-mode noise (transverse or differential): The noise voltage which appears differentially between two
signal wires and which acts on the signal sensing circuit in the same manner as the desired signal.

1.4.20 PE: Conduit fabricated from polyethylene.

1.4.21 PVC: Conduit fabricated from polyvinyl chloride.

1.4.22 RMC: Rigid metal conduit.

1.4.23 service life of cable: The time during which satisfactory cable performance can be expected for a specific set
of service conditions.

1.4.24 shield (cable systems) (instrumentation cables): A metallic sheath (usually copper or aluminum), applied
over the insulation of a conductor or conductors for the purpose of providing means for reducing electrostatic coupling
between the conductors so shielded and others which may be susceptible to or which may be generating unwanted
(noise) electrostatic fields.

1.4.25 Type DB: Duct designed for direct burial without encasement in concrete (also referred to as Type II duct),
fabricated from PVC or ABS.

1.4.26 Type EB: Duct designed to be encased in concrete when installed (also referred to as Type I duct), fabricated
from PVC or ABS.

1.4.27 Type I: Duct designed to be encased in concrete.

1.4.28 Type II: Duct designed for underground installation without encasement in concrete.

1.4.29 Type III: Duct designed for normal-duty applications above grade.

1.4.30 Type IV: Duct designed for heavy-duty applications above grade.

2. Cable performance

This clause provides guidance for establishing cable performance and should be considered in specifying cable for
installation in substations. No single cable characteristic should be emphasized to the serious detriment of others. A
balance of cable characteristics, as well as good installation, design, and construction practices, is necessary to provide
a reliable cable system.

2.1 Service conditions

a) Cables should be suitable for all environmental conditions that occur in the areas where they are installed.
b) Cable operating temperatures in substations are normally based on 40 °C ambient air or 20 °C ambient earth.

Special considerations should be given to cable installed in areas where ambient temperatures differ from
these values.

c) Cables may be direct buried, installed in duct banks, conduits, and trenches below grade, or in cable trays,
conduits, and wireways above ground. Cable should be suitable for operation in wet and dry locations.

2.2 Cable characteristics

2.2.1 Service life

The service life of the cable should be at least equal to the design life of the substation.
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2.2.2 Thermal stability

The cable should maintain its required insulating properties when subjected to its rated thermal limit (the combination
of its maximum ambient temperature and its own generated heat) during the service life.

2.2.3 Moisture resistance

The cable should maintain its required insulating properties for its service life when installed in wet locations,
especially underground.

2.2.4 Chemical resistance

The cable should maintain its required insulating properties when exposed to chemical environments.

2.2.5 Flame propagation resistance

Cables installed in open or enclosed cable trays, wireways, or in other raceway systems where flame propagation is of
concern should pass the IEEE Std 383-1974 10 flame tests.

3. Conductor sizing and voltage rating of power cables

This clause provides guidance for conductor sizing and determining voltage ratings of power cables for various types
of installations.

3.1 Design considerations

The proper design of power cable systems requires the consideration of many factors. These factors include ambient
temperature, conductor temperature, earth thermal resistivity, load factor, current loading, system fault level, voltage
drop, system nominal voltage and grounding, method of installation, and number of conductors being installed.

3.2 Cable construction

Cable insulation and shielding materials, dimensions, and configurations have been arranged in NEMA and AEIC
standard rating structures with ratings for standard insulation and shielding configurations. The cable insulation
system is determined by selection of a standard voltage rating.

The cable conductor is selected to meet ampacity and voltage drop criteria.

The cable jacket, or outer covering (if any), is selected to meet mechanical protection, fire resistance, and
environmental criteria, or to provide a moisture barrier for the insulation system.

3.2.1 Voltage rating

The selection of the cable voltage rating is based on the service conditions of 2.1, the electrical circuit frequency,
phasing, and grounding configuration, and the steady-state and transient conductor voltages with respect to ground and
other energized conductors.

A voltage rating has been assigned to each standard configuration of shield and insulation material and thickness in
NEMA WC 3-1980, NEMA WC 5-1973, NEMA WC 7-1988, NEMA WC 8-1988, and in AEIC CS5-1987,

10Information on references can be found in 1.3.
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AEIC CS6-1987, and AEIC CS7-1987. The selected voltage rating must result in a cable insulation system that
maintains the energized conductor voltage, without installation breakdown under normal operating conditions.

For high-voltage cables, it is usual practice to select an insulation system that has a voltage rating equal to or greater
than the expected continuous phase-to-phase conductor voltage. The NEMA standards provide for a cable voltage
rating that is only 95% of the actual continuous voltage. For solidity grounded systems, it is usual to select the
100 Percent Insulation Level, but the 133 Percent Insulation Level is often selected where additional insulation
thickness is desired. The 133 Percent Insulation Level is also applied on systems without automatic ground fault
protection.

Distribution substations often utilize cable for the distribution circuits from the substation secondary switch-yard
(substation getaways). The insulation system selected for this distribution cable may have a voltage rating that is a
class above the minimum NEMA rating for the actual circuit voltage and ground fault protection, because it is believed
that the additional insulation will result in a lower probability of insulation failure.

Research conducted by the Electric Power Research Institute has led to cable construction recommendations published
in EPRI EL-6271 [B10].11 The EPRI recommendations for cable insulation systems have insulation thickness that are
the same as those of the NEMA and AEIC standards.

For power and control cables applied at 600 V and below, some engineers use 1000 V-rated insulation because of past
insulation failures caused by inductive voltage spikes from de-energizing electromechanical devices, e.g., relays,
spring winding motors. The improved dielectric strength of today's insulation materials prompted some utilities to
return to using 600 V rated insulation for this application. Low voltage power and control cable rated 600 V and
1000 V is currently in use.

The selection of the power cable insulation system also includes consideration of cost and performance under normal
and abnormal conditions. Dielectric losses, resistance to flame propagation, and gas generation when burned are the
most common performance considerations.

3.2.2 Ampacity

The ampacity of a cable depends on the temperature of the surrounding air or earth, and the temperature rise of the
cable materials. The maximum temperature usually occurs at the conductor-insulation interface. The maximum
allowable insulation temperature limits cable ampacity.

Maximum allowable insulation temperature has been determined through testing and experience for the commonly
used materials, and it is a function of time. For example, 250 °C has been found to be an acceptable insulation
temperature for some material for very short time durations, but 130 °C is the maximum for the duration of an
emergency, and 90 °C is the maximum acceptable continuous temperature. The length of time for a fault to clear,
emergency load duration, short time cyclic loads, and steady state load are the time durations usually considered in
determining the ampacity required for a cable.

Losses (I2R) in the conductor and magnetically induced losses in the insulation shield and the raceway are the
principal causes of the insulation temperature rise. Shields or sheaths that are grounded at more than one point may
carry induced circulating currents and reduce the ampacity of the cable. The magnitude of circulating currents flowing
in shields grounded at more than one point depends on the mutual inductance between the cable shielding and the
cable conductors, the mutual inductance to the conductors in other cables, the current in these conductors, and the
impedance of the shield.

Below grade cables are usually installed in trench or duct, or direct buried. Above grade cables are usually installed in
conduit, wireway, tray, or suspended between supports. Cables may be routed through foundations, walls, or fire

11The numbers in brackets preceded by the letter B correspond to those in the bibliography in clause 14..
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barriers, and raceway may be partially or totally enclosed. The installation that results in the highest insulation
temperature should be used to determine the ampacity of a cable routed through several configurations.

The cable materials themselves can affect heat transfer and ampacity. For example, the thermal conductivity of
ethylene propylene rubber (EPR) is lower than that of cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) and the ampacity of the EPR
cable will be less for the same insulation thickness.

The thermal conductivity of earth surrounding below grade cables is one of the most important parameters in
determining ampacity. There is significant variation of earth thermal conductivity with location and time, and
IEEE 442-1981  provides guidance for earth conductivity measurements. However, many engineers have found it
acceptable to use typical values. For a typical loam or clay containing normal amounts of moisture, the resistivity is
usually in the range of 60–120 °C-cm/W. When the earth resistivity is not known, a value of 90 °C-cm/W is suggested
in IEEE S-135 (1962).

The ampacity of below grade cable is also dependent upon the load factor, which is the ratio of the average current over
a designated period of time to the peak current occurring in that period. Ampacities for typical load factors of 50, 75,
and 100% are given in IEEE S-135 (1962).

Methods for determining ampacity, and the tables of ampacities for a large number of typical cable and below grade
and above grade installation configurations are included in IEEE S-135 (1962) and NEMA WC 50-1988. In addition,
IEEE S-135 (1962) and NEMA WC 50-1988 include guidance for determination of ampacities for configurations not
included in the tables.

Although not prescribed by standards applicable to substations, a common practice is to select a cable with an
ampacity that equals or exceeds the trip rating of the circuit thermal overload protection. The trip rating of the thermal
overload protection (if any) is frequently selected to be approximately 1.25 times the expected circuit load.

Finite element techniques have been used to calculate below grade cable ampacity with results that are generally
considered to be more satisfactory than those obtainable from IEEE S-135 (1962). However, neither the finite element
methodologies nor the resultant cable ampacities are available in the US standards.

The IEEE S-135 (1962) method for determination of ampacity of cable installed in tray was found to be unsatisfactory.
The industry accepted method for randomly installed cable in tray is given in NEMA WC 51-1986.

Besides ampacity, selection of power cable conductors may include consideration of the cost of losses.

3.2.3 Voltage drop

Voltage regulation requirements should be considered in the selection of conductor size. Motor feeder voltage drop
under starting and running conditions should be limited to allow the motor to operate within its design specifications.

4. Electrical segregation of cable systems

This clause provides guidance for the electrical segregation of cable systems according to voltage levels, signal levels,
and vulnerability to electrical noise pickup.

4.1 Cable classifications

High-voltage power cables are designed to supply power to substation utilization devices, other substations, or
customer systems rated higher than 1000 V.
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NOTE  —  Oil-filled and gas-insulated cables are excluded from this definition and are not covered in this guide.

Low-voltage power cables are designed to supply power to utilization devices of the substation auxiliary systems rated
1000 V or less.

Control cables are applied at relatively low current levels or used for intermittent operation to change the operating
status of a utilization device of the substation auxiliary system.

NOTE  —  As used in this document, leads from current and voltage transformers are considered control cables since in most cases
they are used in relay protection circuits. However, when current transformer leads are in a primary voltage area
exceeding 600 volts they should be protected as required by the NESC, Rule 150.

As used in this document, instrumentation cables consist of cables for Supervisory Controls and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems or event recorders, and thermocouple and resistance temperature detector cables.

Instrumentation cables are used for transmitting variable current or voltage signals (analog) or transmitting coded
information (digital).

4.2 Segregation

Segregating low-voltage power cables, control cables, and instrumentation cables in the substation cable trench or
cable tray system is generally not necessary. High-voltage power cables should be segregated from all other cables.
Cables installed in stacked cable trays should be arranged by descending voltage levels, with the higher voltages at the
top.

4.2.1 High-voltage power cables

These cables should be installed so that the high voltage cannot be impressed on any lower voltage system. Methods
for achieving this segregation are

a) Installation of high-voltage cables in raceways that are separated from low-voltage power and control cables
and from instrumentation cables. Installation of different voltage classes of high-voltage power cables in
separate raceways is also suggested.

b) Utilization of armored shielded cables (separate raceways are still suggested).

4.2.2 Low-voltage power and control cables

These cable classifications may be mixed. Consideration should be given to insulation deformation when cable
diameters differ greatly. When cable classifications are mixed, the power cable ampacity is calculated as if all the
cables were power cables.

4.2.3 Instrumentation cables

These cables should be installed to minimize noise pickup from adjacent circuits and equipment. Methods for
achieving segregation are

a) Installations that provide physical separation between the instrumentation cables and any electrical noise
source [B15], [B38].

b) Installation in separate enclosed magnetic raceways.
c) Cable construction configurations, such as twisted conductors and shielding.
d) Installation of analog signal cables separate from all power and control cables, and from unshielded cables

carrying digital or pulse type signals. Shielded voice communications cable (without power supply
conductors) may be included in raceways with analog signal cables.

e) Segregation of telephone and other communication type cables from all other substation cables.
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Additional information on instrumentation cable may be found in NEMA WC 55-1989.

4.2.4 Optical cable

From the outside, an optical cable looks like any electrical multiconductor cable; however, it is lightweight and flexible
compared to metal conductor cable. Typical optical cable diameter ranges from less than 1/8 in (3.175 mm) to 3/4 in
(19.4 mm), depending on fiber numbers and cable construction. The most common optical cable jacket materials are
polyethylene (all types), PVC, and polyurethane.

The placement of optical cable in conduit is quite common. Conduit offers protection from crushing, ground
disruption, rodents, and other environmental abuse. In addition, the cable is easier to replace or upgrade in the future.
Several methods and types of conduit systems are used. For example, one configuration includes pre-manufactured
segregated ducts or large ducts with multiple plastic, high-density polyethylene “inner ducts” installed inside. The
inner ducts can be smooth walled or corrugated either longitudinally or horizontally.

One method of installation involves a composite optical overhead ground wire (OPGW) on a transmission line to link
substations together. The OPGW is usually terminated in a standard splice case at a substation structure. At this splice
case, it is interfaced with the substation optical cable.

The substation optical cable should be installed in conduit from the splice case into the substation cable duct or trench
system. The optical cable should be installed in conduit from the substation cable duct or trench system to the control
house where it is terminated on a fiber termination panel. There are important differences to be considered in the
handling and installation of fiber optic cable, as compared to metallic cable. In ladder type cable tray, optical cable
may be subjected to stress due to the weight of other cables which can induce microbending into the optical cable.
Therefore, it may be a better practice to place the optical cable in a separate duct installed in the tray.

Optical cables in substations should be installed in the same manner as metallic conductor cables. This practice
requires robust optical cables that can withstand normal construction handling and still protect the fibers inside.

5. Separation of redundant cable systems

This clause provides guidance for the separation of redundant cable systems.

5.1 Redundant cable systems

Redundant cable systems are two or more systems serving the same objective. They may be systems where personnel
safety is involved, such as fire pumps, or systems provided with redundancy because of the severity of economic
consequences of equipment damage or system reliability. Cables meeting the requirements of IEEE Std 383-1974
should be considered for application for these functions.

NOTE  —  Primary and backup relaying are examples that may utilize redundant cable systems.

5.2 Design considerations

Redundant cable systems should be separated to ensure that no single event will prevent a required particular
substation operation. The degree of separation required varies with the potential hazards to the cable systems in
particular areas of the substation.
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6. Shielding and shield grounding

This clause provides information on the origin of transients in substations and guidance for shielding and shield
grounding of high-voltage power, instrumentation, control, coaxial, and triaxial cable systems.

6.1 Origin of transients in substations

a) High-voltage switching. Opening or closing a switching device to de-energize or energize a section of
substation bus is generally accompanied by arcing and will initiate a high-frequency transient. The frequency
will be determined by the self-inductance and shunt capacitance of the high-voltage conductors involved. The
resulting overvoltages can exceed two per unit. Both electric and magnetic coupling between high-voltage
and low-voltage conductors can result in high-level transients in the low-voltage system.

b) Capacitor switching. Switching a capacitor bank causes a current transient which is a function of the bank
size and the circuit constants back to the source. If other capacitors are already connected nearby to the same
line or bus, they lower the impedance seen by the switched capacitor, increasing the magnitude and frequency
of the transient. Energy stored in the nearby bank may contribute further to the severity. The circuit between
banks is likely to ring at a high frequency because of the low inductance in the short line connecting the banks
and the reduced effective capacitance considering the banks in series [B39]. This phenomenon further
enhances the tendency of the transient to interfere with nearby circuits.

c) Transmission line switching. This phenomenon is similar to capacitor bank switching, with the difference
being the distributed nature of the inductance and capacitance of the line. The magnitude of the line charging
current tends to be substantially less than that for capacitor bank switching. The frequency of the transient
current or voltage is inversely proportional to the line length [B38].

d) Coupling capacitor voltage transformers (CCVT). The capacitors in these devices, in conjunction with
inductances of the power system conductors, constitute a resonant circuit whose frequency can be in the
megahertz range. Unless the base of the CCVT has a low-surge impedance to the substation ground grid, a
high voltage can appear between the CCVT secondary terminals and the grid. The high voltage will be
generated primarily during air-break switching operations.

e) Ground voltage rise (GVR). GVR is the voltage rise proportional to the magnitude of the ground current and
to the ground resistance. Under normal conditions, the grounded electrical equipment operates at essentially
zero ground voltage within the substation yard. During a fault, the portion of fault current which is conducted
by a ground electrode in the earth causes a rise of the electrode voltage with respect to remote earth (see IEEE
Std 80-1986  and [B26]).

f) Ground voltage rise differences. Both electromagnetic coupling and conduction can contribute to substantial
ground voltage rise differences, particularly at the higher frequencies typical of many transients occurring on
a high-voltage power system. Even well designed grounding grids that extend over the large areas needed for
high-voltage switchyards have sufficient inductance to cause high voltage differences. Electromagnetic
coupling to the ground grid is directly proportional to the rate of change of flux and the length and orientation
of the current-carrying conductor and inversely proportional to the height of the conductor above the ground
grid. Conduction of power system transients to the ground grid is typically provided through metallic
grounding of transformer neutrals and capacitive paths, such as bushings, coupling capacitors, and CCVTs.
These are low-impedance high-energy paths that can induce common-mode voltages on control circuits (see
IEEE Std 367-1987 ).

g) Other transient sources. Other phenomena that generate transients occur in power systems. Some examples
are undesirable time spans between the closing of the poles of a circuit breaker, fault occurrence, fault
clearing, load tap-changing, line reactor de-energizing, series capacitor gap flashing, arcing ground faults,
failing equipment, lightning, GIS surges, and capacitor reinsertion. Normally, the magnitudes of such
transients are less than those of other phenomena described herein.

6.2 High-voltage power cable

The use of shielding and shield grounding of high-voltage power cables is a common practice to reduce the hazard of
shock to personnel, to confine the electric field within the cable, to minimize deterioration of cable insulation or
jackets caused by surface discharges, and to minimize radio interference. The selection of the shield grounding
locations and the effects of single and multiple grounds are points to be considered for the proper installation of
shielded cable.
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6.2.1 Definition

The following definition is used in this clause.

6.2.1.1 cable shielding:

A nonmagnetic metallic material applied over the insulation of the conductor or conductors to confine the electric field
of the cable to the insulation of the conductor or conductors.

6.2.2 Shielding practices

Single conductor cables rated above 2 kV and multiconductor cables with a common overall discharge-resisting jacket
rated above 5 kV should be shielded, except for special applications or cable designs. Multiconductor cable applications
in the operating range of 2 kV to 5 kV require careful judgment, and each installation should be evaluated based on the
existing and anticipated conditions. Shielding can be used to monitor or test cable installation for additional assurance
of insulation integrity. The following shielding recommendations contained in the NEMA standards publications for the
type of insulation being utilized should be followed: NEMA WC 3-1980, NEMA WC 5-1973, NEMA WC 7-1988, and
NEMA WC 8-1976.

A shield screen material is applied directly to the insulation and in contact with the metallic shield. It can be
semiconducting material or, in the case of at least one manufacturer, a stress control material. At the high voltages
associated with shielded cable applications, a voltage gradient would exist across any air gap between the insulation
and shield. The voltage gradient may be sufficient to ionize the air, causing small electric arcs or partial discharge.
These small electric arcs burn the insulation and eventually cause the cable to fail. The semiconducting screen allows
application of a conducting material over the insulation to eliminate air gaps between insulation and ground plane.

Various shield screen material systems include:

a) Extruded semiconducting thermoplastic or thermosetting polymer
b) Semiconducting woven fabric tape
c) Semiconducting coating (paint) used with semiconducting woven fabric tape
d) Extruded high-dielectric-constant thermoplastic or thermosetting polymer, referred to as a stress control layer

NEMA and AEIC standards require shielded power cable to be partial-discharge or corona tested. This test evaluates
the effectiveness of the conductor and shield insulation screen materials and application, and verifies the absence of
voids within the insulation. A cyclic aging test is required by AEIC as a qualification of the cable design to ensure gaps
do not develop between tape layers as a result of expansion and contraction cycles.

Multiconductor cable shielding should be considered in the 2 kV to 5 kV range where any of the following conditions
exist:

a) Transition from conducting to nonconducting environment
b) Transition from moist to dry environment
c) Dry soil, such as in a desert
d) Damp conduits
e) Connections to overhead lines
f) Locations where the cable surface collects conducting materials, such as soot or salt deposits
g) Electrostatic discharges are sufficient in magnitude to interfere with control and instrumentation circuit

functions
h) Safety to personnel is involved
i) Long underground cables
j) Direct earth burial
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6.2.3 Shield termination practices

The insulation shield system must be removed carefully and completely, and proper stress control materials or devices
used. The manufacturer’s instructions and recommendations as to the termination of shielded cables should be
followed in detail. If all elements of the shield are not removed, excessive leakage current with tracking or flashover
may result.

6.2.4 Grounding practices

Cable shields and metallic sheath/armor should be solidly grounded at one or more points so that they operate at or
near ground voltage at all times. For additional information see IEEE Std 575-1988 . Accidental removal of the shield
ground can cause a cable failure and a hazard to personnel. The length of cable run should be limited by the acceptable
voltage rise of the shield if the shield is grounded at only one point. The derating of ampacity due to multiple-point
short circuited shields has a negligible effect in the following cases for three-phase circuits:

a) Three-conductor cables encased by a common shield or metallic sheath
b) Single-conductor shielded cables containing 500 kcmil copper or smaller installed together in a common duct
c) Triplexed or three-conductor individually shielded cables containing 500 kcmil copper or smaller
d) Single-conductor lead sheathed cables containing 250 kcmil copper or smaller installed together in a

common duct

Because of the frequent use of window type or zero-sequence current transformers for ground overcurrent protection,
care must be taken in the termination of cable shield wires at the source. If the shield wire is passed through the
window-type current transformer, it should be brought back through this current trans- former before connecting to
ground in order to give correct relay operation.

6.2.5 Induced shield voltages

Shields of single-conductor cable carrying alternating current will have a voltage buildup if they are grounded at only
one point. Table  can be used to calculate the induced shield voltage. A maximum voltage of 25 V, under normal
operating conditions, is a commonly accepted limit.

To facilitate calculating the mutual reactance and shield resistance, the following formulas which neglect proximity
loss, may be used for practical purposes:

     a = 2πf(0.1404 log102)µΩ/ft

     b = 2πf(0.1404 log105)µΩ/ft

where

XM is the mutual inductance of shield and conductor (µΩ/ft)
a, b is the mutual inductance correction factors (µΩ/ft)
µΩ is the micro-ohm—Ω × 10−6

Rs is the resistance of shield (µΩ/ft)
t is the thickness of metal tapes used for shielding (inches)
f is the frequency (Hertz)
S is the spacing between center of cables (inches)
rm is the mean radius of shield (inches)
ρ is the apparent resistivity of shield in Ω-cmil/ft at operating temperature (assumed 50° C). This includes

allowance for the spiraling of the tapes or wires

XM 2πf 0.1404 
S

rm
-----

10
log µΩ f⁄ t 

 =

Rs
ρ

8rmt
----------- µΩ f⁄ t=
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Table 1—Formulas for calculating induced shield voltages and shield losses for single-conductor 
cables
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Typical values of p:

For 60 Hz:

     a = 15.93 µΩ/ft

     b = 36.99 µΩ/ft

It is assumed that the cables are carrying balanced currents.

For cables installed three per conduit, use arrangement II in table . The spacing, S, in this case will be equal to the
outside diameter of the cable increased by 20% to allow for random spacing in the conduit.

All three phases of a circuit should be installed in the same conduit. When it is necessary to run only one phase per
conduit, then nonmetallic or nonmagnetic metallic conduit should be used. If nonmagnetic metallic conduits are used,
the reduction of cable ampacity due to conduit heating should be considered. Also, no magnetic metal, such as clamps
or reinforcing bar, should form a closed ring around the conduit.

Table 2 gives the maximum lengths of single conductor cable with shields grounded at one point to stay within the 25
V maximum for the conditions stated. Other conditions will permit different lengths. For example, cables operated at
less than rated ampacity will allow longer lengths. Direct-buried cables operating at their rated ampacity, with all other
conditions being the same, will require shorter lengths to stay below the 25 V maximum.

Overlapped helical copper tape 30 Ω-cmil/ft

Lead sheath 150 Ω-cmil/ft

Aluminum sheath 20 Ω-cmil/ft

Bare copper wires 10.6 Ω-cmil/ft

Overlapped brass tape 70 Ω-cmil/ft

Overlapped monent tape 2500 Ω-cmil/ft

Overlapped ambrac tape 350 Ω-cmil/ft

Aluminum interlocked armor 28 Ω-cmil/ft

Galvanized steel armor wire 102 Ω-cmil/ft

50–52 aluminum alloy 30 Ω-cmil/ft

Galvanized steel 70 Ω-cmil/ft

Interlocked armor

XM 52.92 
S

rm
-----

10
log µΩ f⁄ t=
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Table 2— Maximum lengths for single-conductor cables operating at rated ampacity with single-
point shield grounding

6.3 Instrumentation cable

This clause provides guidance for the shielding and grounding of instrumentation cables used in substations.

The general rules set forth should be tempered by specific manufacturer’s recommendations. For further details on
shielding and grounding of instrumentation and control circuits, see IEEE Std 1050-1989 . For information on
application of instrumentation and control cables for SCADA, see IEEE Std C37.1-1987 .

6.3.1 Definitions

6.3.1.1 common-mode noise (longitudinal): The noise voltage that appears equally and in phase from each signal
conductor to ground. Common-mode noise may be caused by one or more of the following:

a) Electrostatic induction. With equal capacitance between the signal wires and the surroundings, the noise
voltage developed will be the same on both signal wires.

b) Electromagnetic induction. With the magnetic field linking the signal wires equally, the noise voltage
developed will be the same on both signal wires.

6.3.1.2 common-mode to normal-mode conversion: In addition to the common-mode voltages which are developed
in the single conductors by the general environmental sources of electrostatic and electromagnetic fields, differences
in voltage exist between different ground points in a facility due to the flow of ground currents. These voltage
differences are considered common mode when connection is made to them either intentionally or accidentally, and
the currents they produce are common mode. These common-mode currents can develop normal-mode noise voltage
across unequal circuit impedances.

6.3.1.3 crosstalk: The noise or extraneous signal caused by ac or pulse-type signals in adjacent circuits.

6.3.1.4 normal-mode noise (transverse or differential): The noise voltage that appears differentially between two
signal wires and acts on the signal sensing circuit in the same manner as the desired signal. Normal-mode noise may
be caused by one or more of the following:

One cable per duct (1) Three cables per duct (2)

Conductor 
size

Copper Aluminum Copper Aluminum

A ft (m) A ft (m) A ft (m) A ft (m)

1/0 249 1465 (446.5) 194 1875 (571.5) 214 4965 (1513) 167 6355 (1937)

4/0 371 1055 (321.5) 290 1350 (411.5) 278 3530(1076) 248 4480 (1365)

350 496 820 (249.9) 387 1050 (320) 418 2610 (795.5) 329 3310 (1009)

500 608 695 (211.8) 472 890 (271.3) 504 2200 (670.6) 400 2770 (844.3)

750 762 595 (181.4) 601 750 (228.6) 626 1800 (548.6) 497 2260 (688.8)

1000 890 565 (172.2) 707 710 (216.4)

2000 1 237 420 (128) 1022 508 (158.6)

NOTES:
1 — 15 kV cables in ducts on 7.5 in (19.1 cm) centers operating at 75% load factor.

2 — Three single-conductor 15 kV cables in one duct operating at 75% load factor. The length listed is the duct length.

3 — “A” is the ampacity of the cable.
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a) Electrostatic induction and differences in distributed capacitance between the signal wires and the
surroundings.

b) Electromagnetic induction and magnetic fields linking unequally with the signal wires.
c) Junction or thermal voltages due to the use of dissimilar metals in the connection system.
d) Common-mode to normal-mode noise conversion.

6.3.1.5 shield (cable systems) (instrumentation cables): A metallic sheath (usually copper or aluminum), applied
over the insulation of a conductor or conductors for the purpose of providing means for reducing electrostatic coupling
between the shielded conductors and others that may be susceptible to, or that may be generating unwanted (noise)
electrostatic fields.

NOTE  —  When electromagnetic shielding is intended, the term electromagnetic is usually included to indicate the difference in
shielding requirement as well as material. To be effective at power system frequencies, electromagnetic shields would
have to be made of high-permeability steel. Such shielding material is expensive and is not normally applied. Other less
expensive means for reducing low-frequency electromagnetic induction, as described herein, are preferred.

6.3.2 Methods for noise reduction

6.3.2.1 Ground signal circuit at one point

The signal circuit may originate at a source such as a transducer and terminate at a load such as a recorder, SCADA
remote terminal unit (RTU), etc., either directly or through an intervening amplifier.

If the recorder, SCADA RTU, etc., is fed directly from a grounded voltage generating transducer such as a
thermocouple, the terminal circuits must be capable of high-common-mode rejection, or they should be isolated from
ground. Isolating the circuits from ground effectively opens the ground common-mode voltage path through the signal
circuit. If an intervening amplifier is a single-ended amplifier, the low side of the signal circuit is not broken and is
grounded at the terminal. Therefore, the situation is not changed, so the same procedure should be followed with the
terminal as indicated above.

A guarded isolated differential amplifier provides isolation of both input terminals from the chassis (or ground) and
from the output. This amplifier is capable of high-common-mode rejection and provides the input-output isolation so
that the output ground will not affect the input circuit.

Typically, the common-mode rejection ratio of an isolated differential amplifier used in instrumentation systems is
about 106:1 (120 dB) and is the ratio of common-mode voltage applied to the amount of normal-mode voltage
developed in the process.

When an ungrounded transducer is used, it may be possible to obtain satisfactory results by leaving the transducer
circuit ungrounded, connecting the cable shield to the amplifier guard shield, and grounding the shield at either the
transducer end or the amplifier end. However, it is considered that connecting the cable shield to the amplifier guard
shield and grounding both transducer cable shield and circuit at the transducer will result in a less noisy, more stable
system. See 6.3.2.6 for additional information on shield grounding.

6.3.2.2 Electrostatically coupled noise

Shielding of signal cables will reduce electrostatically coupled noise voltage. See 6.3.2.6 for additional information on
shield grounding. A properly grounded shield will greatly reduce the capacitance between the signal conductors and
external sources of electrostatic noise so that very little noise voltage can be coupled in the signal circuit.

6.3.2.3 Electromagnetically induced noise

The use of twisted pair cables is an effective method of electromagnetic noise reduction. By alternately presenting
each conductor to the same electromagnetic field, voltages of equal magnitude and opposite polarity are induced in
each conductor with respect to ground. The common-mode voltage so developed is converted to a small amount of
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normal-mode noise as determined by the common-mode rejection ratio of the signal amplifier (isolated differential or
equivalent). The frequency of twisting (lay) affects noise reduction ability and, therefore, should be considered in
specifying twisted pair cable.

The materials normally used for shielding of instrumentation cable are nonferrous and cannot shield against power
frequency electromagnetic fields. The steels normally used in conduit or tray are not of high enough permeability to
provide very effective shielding at power frequencies. However, some benefit may accrue from the use of rigid steel
conduit or steel trays with solid bottoms and tightly fitting solid steel covers.

6.3.2.4 Crosstalk

Using cables with twisted pair conductors and individually insulated shields over each pair is a method to minimize
crosstalk.

6.3.2.5 Separation (segregation)

Physical separation of instrumentation cables can be utilized to reduce noise pickup. However, physical separation in
itself, unless carefully analyzed, may not achieve the desired degree of immunity. Cables should be run in accordance
with clause 4..

6.3.2.6 Shield grounding

The shield should be connected to ground at only one point, preferably, where the signal equipment is grounded. An
exception to this is when the shield is used for the excitation of a neutralizing transformer. If the shield is grounded at
some point other than where the signal equipment is grounded, charging currents may flow in the shield because of
differences in voltage between signal and shield ground locations. If the shield is grounded at more than one point,
differences in ground voltage will drive current through the shield. In either case, shield current can induce common-
mode noise current into the signal leads, and by conversion to normal-mode noise, voltage proportional to signal
circuit resistance unbalance can reduce accuracy of signal sensing. In a system with grounded transducer and isolated-
input differential amplifier, the cable shield should connect to the amplifier guard shield, but grounding the shield at
the amplifier will reduce the amplifier's common-mode rejection capability. Grounding the shield only at the
transducer will maintain the shield at the same ground voltage as the transducer, which will minimize shield-induced
common-mode current while permitting the amplifier to operate at maximum common-mode rejection capability. Also
see 6.3.2.1 for shield and signal circuit grounding of ungrounded transducers.

6.3.2.7 Other methods

Other methods for reducing noise voltages are as follows:

a) Drainage unit (drainage reactor/mutual drainage reactor) is a center-tapped inductive device designed to
relieve conductor-to-conductor and conductor-to-ground voltage stress by draining extraneous currents to
ground.

b) Isolating (insulating) transformers provide longitudinal (common mode) isolation for the facility. They can
also be used in a combined isolating-drainage transformer configuration.

c) Neutralizing transformers introduce a voltage into a circuit pair to oppose an unwanted voltage. They
neutralize extraneous longitudinal voltages resulting from ground voltage rise or longitudinal induction, or
both, while simultaneously allowing ac or dc metallic signals to pass.

d) Optical couplers (isolators) provide isolation using a short length, optical path.

For additional information on these methods, refer to IEEE Std 487-1992 .
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6.3.3 Shielding practices

a) The cable for computer or high-speed data logging applications, using low-level analog signals, should be
made up of twisted and shielded pairs. For noncomputer type applications, such as annunciators, shielding
may not be required.

b) Twisting and shielding requirements for both digital input and digital output signals vary among different
manufacturers of computerized instrumentation systems. Separation of digital input cables and digital output
cables from each other and from power cables may be required. Where digital inputs originate in proximity
to each other, twisted pair multiple conductor cables with overall shield should be used or multiple conductor
cable with common return may be permitted, and overall shielding may not be required. Digital output cables
of similar constructions may also be permitted. Individual twisted and shielded pairs should be considered for
pulse-type circuits.

c) Cable shields should be electrically continuous except when specific reasons otherwise dictate. When two
lengths of shielded cable are connected together at a terminal block, an insulated point on the terminal block
should be used for connecting the shields.

d) Shields should be isolated and insulated except at their selected grounding point to prevent stray and multiple
grounds to the shield.

e) At the point of termination, the shield should not be stripped back any further than necessary from the
terminal block.

f) The shield should not be used as an electrical conductor except for neutralizing transformer excitation.
g) For signal circuits, the shield must not be part of the signal circuit. Furthermore, the use of shielded, twisted

pairs into balanced terminations greatly improves transient suppression. It is never acceptable to use a
common line return both for a low-voltage signal and a power circuit [B13].

6.3.4 Grounding practices

a) All shields should be grounded in accordance with 6.3.2.6.
b) Signal circuits, if grounded, should be grounded at only one point.
c) Digital signal circuits should be grounded only at the power supply.
d) The shields of all grounded junction thermocouple circuits and the shields of thermocouple circuits

intentionally grounded at the thermocouple should be grounded at or near the thermocouple well.
e) Multipair cables used with thermocouples should have twisted pairs with individually insulated shields so

that each shield may be maintained at the particular thermocouple ground potential.
f) Each resistance temperature detector (RTD) system consisting of one power supply and one or more

ungrounded RTDs should be grounded only at the power supply.
g) Each grounded RTD should be on a separate ungrounded power supply except as follows:
h) Groups of RTDs embedded in the windings of transformers and rotating machines should be grounded at the

frame of the respective equipment for safety. A separate ungrounded power supply should be furnished for
the group of RTDs installed in each piece of equipment.

i) When a signal circuit is grounded, the low or negative voltage lead and the shield should be grounded at the
same point.

6.4 Control cable

The following subclauses provide information on surge voltages that originate in control circuits, and guidance for
shielding and grounding control cable.

6.4.1 Sources within the control circuit

During interruption of direct current in an inductor, such as a relay coil, a large induced voltage may appear across the
inductor due to the Faraday’s Law (V = L di/dt) [B51]. Normally, the maximum voltage will exist at the instant of
interruption. Magnitude is very dependent on supply circuit impedance. If impedance is high, voltage will be
proportionally high. The surge voltage will equal the extinction voltage across the contact plus the drop through the
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rest of the circuit. The higher the speed of interruption, the higher the surge voltage generated. Voltages in excess of 10
kV have been observed across a 125 V coil in laboratory tests, but 2.5 kV is a more typical value to be expected.

DC circuit energization has an effect on adjacent circuits where capacitive coupling exists. Full battery voltage appears
initially across the impedance of the adjacent circuit and then decays exponentially in accordance with the resistance-
capacitance (RC) time constant of the circuit [B38].

The extensive use of surge capacitors on solid-state equipment and the longer cable runs associated with extra-high
voltage (EHV) stations have substantially increased the capacitance between control wiring and ground. Inadvertent
momentary grounds on control wiring cause a discharge or a redistribution of charge on this capacitance. Although this
seldom causes failure, the equipment may malfunction.

Saturation of current transformers by high-magnitude fault currents, including the dc offset, can result in the induction
of very high voltages in the secondary windings. This phenomenon is repeated for each transition from saturation in
one direction to saturation in the other. The voltage appearing in the secondary consists of high-magnitude spikes with
alternating polarity persisting for an interval of a few milliseconds every half cycle [B38].

6.4.2 Protective measures

The design of control, protection, and metering circuits in modern substations must include provisions for reducing
unwanted interference to tolerable levels. The most significant interference comes from voltages or currents, or both,
induced in the circuits as a result of exposure to nearby conductors in which transient currents or voltages appear as a
result of switching or faults. Although voltages used in the transmission of power have been increasing over the years,
the level of control voltages and signal power has had a tendency to remain constant or even decrease. Since induced
interference increases with the use of higher voltages and increased fault current levels, the ratio of unwanted signal
(noise) to useful signal will be increased if precautions are not taken to protect the signal circuits.

Transient voltages on cables cannot be completely eliminated, but can be limited in magnitude. In the interest of
compatibility with solid-state relaying systems, one suggested limit is the peak of the surge withstand capability
(SWC) test described in IEEE Std C37.90.1-1989 . Many different things can be done separately or in combination to
reduce the magnitude of the transients, depending upon economics and equipment configuration. The following
methods are primarily confined to control cable installation.

6.4.2.1 Physical location and grouping

Physical separation between transient source and control cables is an effective means of transient control. Because
mutual capacitance and mutual inductance are greatly influenced by circuit spacing, small increases in distance may
produce substantial decreases in interaction between circuits [B8].

Where possible, control cables should be routed perpendicular to high-voltage buses [B17], [B38]. When control
cables must be run parallel to high-voltage buses, maximum practical separation should be maintained between the
cables and the buses [B8].

NOTE  —  Tests indicate that in some cases, nonshielded control cables may be used without paralleling ground cables when they
are parallel and are located at a distance greater than 50 ft (15.2 m) from or are perpendicular to a typical 345 kV bus [B13].

Great care should be exercised in routing cables through areas of potentially high ground grid current (either 60 Hz or
high-frequency currents) [B17]. When practical, control cables may be installed below the main ground grid.

All cables from the same equipment should be close together, particularly to the first manhole or equivalent in the
switchyard [B17].
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Cables connected to equipment having comparable sensitivities should be grouped together and then the maximum
separation should be maintained between groups. High-voltage cables should not be in duct runs or trenches with
control cables [B8], [B17], [B38].

Radial arrangement of control circuitry will reduce transient voltages. Circuits routed into the switchyard from the
control house must not be looped from one piece of apparatus to another in the switchyard with the return conductor
in another cable. All supply and return conductors must be in a common cable to avoid the large electromagnetic
induction possible because of the very large flux-linking-loop that the loop arrangement provides [B8], [B38].

6.4.3 Grounding

The design of ground grid systems, the methods of grounding equipment, and shielding of control circuits have a large
influence on transient voltages that will be impressed on control equipment.

The ground grid, even when designed with a very low resistance, cannot be considered as an equal-voltage surface.
Substantial grid voltage differences may occur that will be directly influenced by a number of factors, for example,
grid resistance, grid geometry and distribution of ground currents (see IEEE Std 80-1986 ), earth resistivity (see [B51]
and IEEE Std 81-1983 ), and frequency of the transient [B14].

Since it is impractical to eliminate grid voltage differences, their effects must be neutralized. Neutralization can be
accomplished by a low-resistance shield conductor parallel to, and in proximity to, the affected control circuits. Such
a conductor may be the shield of a shielded control cable, unused conductors of an unshielded control cable, or a
separate shield conductor. These conductors will carry currents proportional to the grid voltage differences and induce
a counter voltage in the control circuits, thus effecting neutralization.

Grounding, neutralizing, and shielding methods that have been found to be effective are as follows:

a) In trench systems, shield conductors which are connected to the substation grid as necessary should be
attached to the top sides of the trench. This places the shield conductors between the transient source and the
control cables [B51]. These shield conductors should have sufficient conductivity to carry fault currents
without damage and have adequate mechanical strength.

b) In substation manholes, ground buses should be established around the perimeter of the manhole with at least
two ties to the substation grid. This ground bus provides a convenient means of grounding individual cable
shields.

c) Where duct runs are used, a minimum of two grounded shield conductors should be included at the top edges
of the duct run.

d) For direct-burial control cables, several grounded shield conductors should be buried with each cable run. For
equivalent conductivity, several smaller shield conductors are more effective than a single large conductor.

e) Unused conductors, grounded at both ends, in an unshielded control cable may be used as shield
conductors [B51] on an equivalent conductivity basis. Provisions should be made for replacement with shield
conductors should the unused conductors later be used for active circuits.

f) Shield conductors are effective for either shielded or unshielded control cables. To be most effective, shield
conductors must be in the closest possible proximity to the control cables, particularly where unshielded
cables are used.

g) Instrument transformer secondaries should be connected to ground at only one point (see IEEE Std C57.13.3-
1983 . Making the ground connection at the relay or control building has the following advantages:
1) Voltage rise is minimized near the relay equipment.
2) The shock hazard to personnel in the building is reduced.
3) All grounds are at one location, facilitating checking.

h) Current transformer secondary leads in a primary voltage area exceeding 600 volts should be protected as
required by the NESC, Rule 150.

i) High-voltage shunt capacitor banks of a given voltage should have the neutrals from individual banks
connected together and then connected to the station ground grid at only one point. To facilitate one point
grounding, all capacitor banks of a given voltage should be at one location.
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If shield resistance is neglected, the fraction of the induced voltage on a control cable which is cancelled by the shield
current is equal to the ratio of the mutual impedance between shield and conductor to the self-impedance of the shield.
For a concentric shield, this ratio should be one. For an adjacent shield wire, the ratio must always be less than one.

If the resistance of the shield is considered, then the cancelling voltage generated by the shield current is reduced by
the ratio of the self-inductive reactance of the shield to the total complex self-impedance of the shield. The resistance
becomes significant at low frequencies where the inductive reactance of the shield is low and can generally be
neglected at high frequencies (see IEEE Std 518-1982 ).

6.4.4 Metallic shielding of control cables

Metallic shielding of control cables can reduce induced transient voltages. Protection may take the form of
surrounding the sensitive circuits with an equal-voltage surface to prevent capacitive coupling to high-voltage
conductors and magnetic shielding to mitigate the effect of strong magnetic fields. When shielded control cable is
used, grounding the shield at both ends is recommended [B13]. Care should be exerted in keeping the shield intact, as
a broken or separated shield can greatly reduce the shield efficiency.

If only one end of the shield is grounded, large transient shield-to-ground and conductor-to-ground voltages may be
present at the ungrounded end [B8], [B35].

Grounding a shield at both ends allows shield current to flow. The shield current resulting from magnetic induction
creates a counter-flux which will tend to cancel the flux that created the shield current. The net effect of the shield on
the lead is to reduce the noise level. An exception to this is that the current flowing in shields not produced by flux
linking the lead will cause the surge or noise voltage on the lead to be higher than it would be if there were no shield
[B38], [B13], [B51].

The lower the shield impedance, the greater is the amount of transient voltage cancellation because of greater current
flow. Generally, a lower surge impedance permits larger induced transient currents to flow in the shield [B35].

A grounding conductor may be run parallel to the shielded cable to help protect the shield from being damaged when
fault currents are present [B51].

If electrostatic shields are required, they should be within the outer shield [B35].

Auxiliary power and yard lighting circuits should not be installed without adequate shielding near shunt capacitor
banks [B8].

Experience has shown that in high-voltage substations, steps should be taken to reduce the transients in auxiliary
power cables, lighting cables, etc., in addition to control circuits [B27].

6.5 Coaxial and triaxial cable and tuning leads

Coaxial cable and leads are an integral part of the coupling and tuning portions of a power-line carrier channel. Three
specific types of conductors are normally used: insulated single conductor, coaxial cable, and triaxial cable. For
additional guidance on tuning units, refer to IEEE Std 643-1980 .

6.5.1 Insulated single conductors

An insulated single conductor is used to connect a coupling capacitor to line-tuning equipment or outdoor transmitting
and receiving equipment. It can also be used as the interconnecting lead for short bypasses.

Bare conductors and coaxial cables should be avoided for these applications, since either one can introduce excessive
leakage currents or excessive stray capacitance.
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Since a single conductor is at a high impedance point when connected between a coupling capacitor and a line tuner,
stray capacitance to ground and leakage currents can affect the coupling circuit performance. The stray capacitance
can cause a reduction in bandwidth, and the leakage currents can cause a loss in carrier power.

To reduce stray capacitance and leakage currents, either of the following methods may be used:

a) An insulated single conductor should be run as directly as possible between its required terminations. It
should be mounted on insulators and fed through bushings at each end. The conductor insulation should be
unbroken between its ends to maintain low leakage.

b) An insulated single conductor can be installed in a nonmagnetic flexible metal conduit which is sheathed in
a vinyl jacket. The insulated single conductor should be isolated from the flexible metal conduit with non-
conductive washers spaced about 6 in (150 mm) apart. If the conductor has a significant portion of its length
outside the flexible metal conduit, it should be mounted on insulators and fed through bushings at its ends as
in item a.

A typical insulated carrier lead, 0.48 in (12.2 mm) in diameter, consists of a single AWG No. 8, 19-strand conductor
having rubber insulation and a neoprene outer jacket.

6.5.2 Coaxial cables

This type of cable is sometimes used for a low-impedance interconnection between a line tuner and a transmitter/
receiver or between line tuners in a long bypass. It is sometimes used between an impedance-matching transformer in
a coupling capacitor base and a transmitter/receiver.

In these applications, the copper braid (shield) that forms the outer conductor of the cable should be grounded at the
transmitter/receiver end only (or at only one end of a bypass). If both shield ends are grounded, large surge currents can
flow under certain conditions, causing saturation of the impedance-matching transformer and resulting in an
inoperative carrier channel.

6.5.3 Triaxial cables

On transmission lines operating at voltages greater than 230 kW, triaxial cable may be used instead of coaxial cable.
This cable provides an additional heavy shield which does not carry signal currents. The outer shield is capable of
carrying large induced surge currents under fault conditions and is grounded at both ends. This arrangement provides
very effective shielding against both magnetic and electrostatic induction so that surges induced in the signal leads are
small.

6.5.4 Insulation requirements

In some cable installations, specifications may call for safe operation under high-temperature conditions. Polyethylene
has a maximum service temperature of 80 °C, and, therefore, it must be replaced by other dielectrics where high-
temperature operation is required. Chlorosulfonated polyethylene and silicone rubber compounds are examples of
materials that have been used in high-temperature cables or where cable fire propagation is a consideration.

6.6 Coupling capacitor voltage transformer (CCVT) considerations

CCVTs can produce high transient common-mode secondary voltages because of the surge impedance that exists
between the CCVT base and the ground grid, and between phases. This voltage can be reduced by lowering the surge
impedance achieved by mounting the CCVTs as close to the ground as permitted by clearance standards and by
providing multiple low-resistance conductors between the CCVT base and the station ground grid, and between
phases. All secondary circuits from the CCVTs should be radial and contained within a single shielded cable to
provide cancellation of the differences in ground grid voltage [B8]. The secondary cables should follow the ground
conductor as closely as possible.
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7. Cable penetration fire stops, fire breaks, system enclosures, and cable coatings

This clause provides guidance for the selection and application of cable penetration fire stops, cable fire breaks, cable
system enclosures (cocoons), and coatings for cable systems.

NOTE  —  Several types of fire stops, cable system enclosures, fire barriers, and coatings are made from materials that are thermal
insulators. Their use can result in significant cable derating, which should be considered in sizing cables.

7.1 Definitions

7.1.1 cable fire break: Material, devices, or an assembly of parts installed in a cable system, other than at a cable
penetration of a fire-resistive barrier, to prevent the spread of fire along the cable system.

7.1.2 cable penetration: An assembly or group of assemblies for electrical conductors to enter and continue through
a fire-rated structural wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly.

7.1.3 cable penetration fire stop: Material, devices, or an assembly of parts providing cable penetrations through fire-
rated walls, floors, and floor-ceiling assemblies and maintaining their required fire rating.

7.1.4 cable system enclosure (cocoon): An assembly installed around a cable system to maintain circuit integrity, for
a specified time, of all circuits within the enclosure when it is exposed to the most severe fire that may be expected to
occur in the area.

7.1.5 fire-protective coatings: A material applied to a completed cable or assembly of cables to prevent the
propagation of flame. Fire-protective coatings include liquids, mastics, and tapes.

7.1.6 fire-resistive barrier: A wall, floor, or floor-ceiling assembly erected to prevent the spread of fire.

NOTE  —  To be effective, fire barriers must have sufficient fire resistance to withstand the effects of the most severe fire that may
be expected to occur in the area adjacent to the fire barrier, and must provide a complete barrier to the spread of fire.

7.1.7 fire-resistive barrier rating: This is expressed in time (hours and minutes) and indicates that the wall, floor, or
floor-ceiling assembly can withstand, without failure, exposure to a standard fire for that period of time.

NOTE  —  The test fire procedure and acceptance criteria are defined in ASTM E119-1988.

7.2 Cable penetration fire stops

The fire stop should prevent fire propagation along a cable system through a fire-rated wall, floor, or floor-ceiling
barrier while maintaining the integrity of the fire barrier through which the cable system penetrates.

7.2.1 Design considerations

In selecting materials for use as fire stops, the following factors should be considered:

a) Physical and chemical compatibility between the penetration fire stop material and the cable covering and
raceway materials

b) Reduction in heat dissipation resulting in power cable ampacity derating
c) Thermal expansion which might crush insulation or jacket during installation and operation
d) Toxic or corrosive gases developed during installation or during a fire
e) Ability to withstand pressure differentials
f) Aging
g) Temperature rise during curing of material
h) Ease of installation
i) Provision for the installation of additional cables
j) Ability to withstand a hose-stream test that is acceptable for use on an electrical fire
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The cable penetration fire stop should have a fire rating equal to or greater than the required fire rating of the wall,
floor, or ceiling it penetrates. Modifications or additions of cables through the fire stop should not compromise the
integrity of the fire stop.

7.2.2 Sleeve and tray penetrations

If pressure integrity or liquid seals are required, conduit sleeves may be used with a fire-resistive sealant or a
compound packed into the area between the cable and sleeve walls. A special example of this method is using a solid
section of tray which is then filled with sealant. The sealant or compound should be compatible with the cable outer
surface material.

If penetrations are made into areas classified as NEC Class I Hazardous (Classified) Areas, explosion-proof fittings
should be used. The void around the cable should be filled with a fire-resistive seal.

Cable penetration fire stops should be used when sleeve or tray penetrations are used beneath control boards or other
panels.

7.3 Cable fire breaks

When cable does not meet the flame propagation characteristics of 2.3.5, cable fire breaks should be installed in the
tray at intervals not exceeding 20 ft (6.10 m).

7.4 Cable system enclosure

Consideration should be given to utilizing cable system enclosures when redundant or critical cables are routed
through fire hazard areas.

7.5 Cable coatings

Consideration should be given to applying flame-retardant coatings on all cables in open raceways that do not meet the
flame propagation characteristics of 2.4.5.

7.6 Practices

For additional fire protection practices, see IEEE Std 979-1984 .

8. Fire detection systems

This clause provides guidance or information for the selection of fire detection systems for cable systems.

Automatic fire detection systems may be installed in areas of high cable concentration. One method of determining an
area of high cable concentration is as follows:

An area of high cable concentration (actual or potential) exists for horizontal cable trays when more than 7-1/2 ft
(2.29 m) of total cable tray width exists in the zone of influence. The zone of influence is determined by extending
lines from the bottom of the side rails of the lowest cable tray at a 30 degree angle from vertical (see figure 1).

Fire detection systems may also be considered in areas of lesser cable concentration that provide vital service, or areas
where, because of its location, a cable fire may go unnoticed for a relatively long period of time.
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For additional information on heat, smoke, and fire detectors, see IEEE Std 979-1984 .

Figure 1 —Determination of potential high-cable concentration
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9. Fire-extinguishing systems

This clause provides guidance for the selection and application of fire-extinguishing systems protecting cable systems.

Fire-extinguishing systems may be utilized for the protection of cable systems. Additional information may be found
in IEEE Std 979-1984 .

10. Installation and handling

This clause provides guidance for the construction methods, materials, and precautions in handling and installing cable
systems. Optical cable is addressed separately in this clause.

10.1 Storage

Reels should be stored upright on their flanges and handled in such a manner as to prevent deterioration of, or physical
damage to the reel or to the cable. During storage, the ends of the cables should be sealed against the entrance of
moisture or contamination. Reels should be stored on solid ground to prevent the flanges from sinking into the earth.

10.2 Installation

a) The cable manufacturer’s recommended temperature limits should be followed when pulling or handling
cables during extreme low temperatures. Handling or pulling cables in extremely low temperatures can cause
damage to the cable sheathing, jacketing or insulation. To prevent damage of this nature, store cables in a
heated building at least 24 h prior to installation.
Table 3 provides the cable manufacturer’s recommended low temperature limits for handling and pulling
cables with various types of jackets or insulations.

b) Cable-pulling lubricants should be compatible with the cable outer surface and should not set up or harden
during cable installation. The lubricant should not set up so as to prevent the cable from being pulled out of
the conduit at a later time. Cable lubricants should not support combustion.

c) Pulling winches and other necessary equipment should be of adequate capacity to ensure a steady continuous
pull on the cable.

d) Cable reels should be supported so that the cable may be unreeled and fed into the raceway without subjecting
the cable to a reverse bend as it is pulled from the reel.

e) A tension measuring device should be used on runs when pulling-force calculations indicate that allowable
stresses may be approached.

f) Pulling tension will be increased when the cable is pulled off the reel. Turning the reel and feeding slack cable
to the duct entrance will reduce the pulling tension.

g) The direction of pulling has a large influence on the pulling tension in conduit runs containing bends.
Whenever a choice is possible, the cable should be pulled so that the bend or bends are closest to the reel. The
worst condition possible is to pull out of a bend at or near the end of the run.

h) Sufficient cable slack should be left in each manhole and temporarily supported so that the cable can be
trained to its final location on racks, hangers, or trays along the sides of the manhole. Cable splices should not
be placed directly on racks or hangers.

i) The use of single- or multi-roller cable sheaves of the proper radius should be used when installing cable
around corners or obstructions.

j) Guidance on conduit fill can be found in ANSI/NFPA 70-1990.
k) Cables should be identified by a permanent marker at each end in accordance with the design documents.
l) Careful consideration should be given not only to design engineering and material cost, but also to the

installed cost for the initial as well as the ultimate installation. Maintenance and replacement costs also
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should be considered. It is desirable that the system be designed so that additions and changes can be made
with ease, economy, and minimum outages.

m) If the cable manufacturer’s recommended maximum pulling tension, sidewall pressure, or the minimum
bending or training radius is violated, damage could occur to the cable conductor, insulation, shield, or jacket.

Table 3— Low temperature limits for cable handling and pulling

10.2.1 Protection of cable

a) Special care should be exercised during welding, soldering, and splicing operations to prevent damage to
cables. If necessary, cables should be protected by fire-resistant material.

b) After cable installation has started, trays and trenches should be cleaned as periodically as necessary to
prevent the accumulation of debris.

c) A suitable feeder device should be used to protect and guide the cable from the cable reel into the raceway.
The radius of the feeder device should not be less than the minimum bending radius of the cable. If a feeder
device is not used, the cable should be hand-guided into the raceway.

d) Bare wire rope should not be used to pull cables in conduits because of possible damage to the conduit.
e) The ends of high-voltage power cables should be properly sealed during and after installation. The ends of all

other cables should be properly sealed during and after installation in wet locations.
Cables such as aluminum, mineral-insulated, paper, and varnished cambric should be resealed after pulling,
regardless of location.
If water has entered the cable, a vacuum should be pulled on the cable or the cable should be purged with
nitrogen to extract the water.

f) A swivel should be attached between the pulling eye and the pulling cable. Projections and sharp edges on
pulling hardware should be taped or otherwise covered to protect against snagging at conduit joints and to
prevent damage to the conduit.

g) Cable should be pulled only into clean raceways. A mandrel should be pulled through all underground ducts
prior to cable pulling. Any abrasions or sharp edges that might damage the cable should be removed.

h) Cables should be installed in raceway systems that have adequately sized bends, boxes, and fittings so that the
cable manufacturer’s minimum allowable bending radii and sidewall pressures for cable installations are not
violated. Guidance for the number of bends between pull points can be found in ANSI/NFPA 70-1990.

i) Pulling instructions for all cable should follow the cable manufacturer’s recommendations.
j) Cables should not be pulled around sharp corners or obstructions. Minimum bending radius should never be

less than that recommended by the manufacturer.
k) The cable end within a pulling device should be removed from the cable prior to termination.
l) After the cable pull is complete, the cable manufacturer’s recommendations for minimum training radii

should be followed.
m) When single conductors are used in trays for two-wire or three-wire power circuits, they should be securely

bound in circuit groups to prevent excessive movements caused by fault-current magnetic forces and to
minimize inductive heating effects in tray sidewalls and bottom.

Cable insulation or jacket material
Low temperature limits

Celsius Fahrenheit

EPR (ethylene propylene rubber) −40 −40

CPE (chlorinated polyethylene) −35 −31

PVC (polyvinyl chloride) −10 +14

CSPE (chlorosulfonated polyethylene) −20 −4

Neoprene (polychloroprene) −20 −4

XLP (cross-linked polyethylene) −40 −40

Paper-insulated, lead-sheathed −12 +10
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10.2.2 Supporting cables in vertical runs

The weight of a vertical cable should not be supported by the terminals to which it is connected. To prevent damage by
deformation due to excessive bearing pressure or cable tension, vertically run cables should be supported by holding
devices in the tray, in the ends of the conduit, or in boxes inserted at intervals in the conduit system.

Cables with copper conductors, regardless of their voltage class, installed in vertical runs should be supported in
accordance with the following:

Recommendations for supporting special cables such as armored, shielded, coaxial, etc., should be obtained from the
cable manufacturer.

10.2.3 Securing cables in vertical runs

Cable installed in vertical cables trays should be secured to the cable tray at least every 5 ft (1.52 m).

10.2.4 Training cables

Cables installed in trays should be neatly trained to facilitate identification and removal and to maximize tray fill.

10.3 Cable pulling design limits and calculations

The following design limits and formulas provided in this clause should be utilized when determining the maximum
safe pulling lengths and tensions. Raceway fill, maximum sidewall pressure, jam ratio, and minimum bending radius
are design limits which should be examined in designing a proper cable pull. These design limits are prerequisites
needed in designing a cable raceway system. Once these limits are determined for a particular cable, the raceway
system can then be designed. If the system has already been designed, modifications may be required in order to pull
the cable without damage.

Conduit and duct system design should consider the maximum pulling lengths of cable to be installed. The maximum
pulling length of a cable or cables is determined by the maximum allowable pulling tension and sidewall pressure. The
pulling length will be limited by one of these factors.

Pull points or manholes should be installed wherever calculations show that expected pulling tensions exceed either
maximum allowable pulling tension or sidewall pressure.

A sample calculation for determining cable pulling tensions is shown in the annex.

Maximum distances between cable supports

Conductor sizes Maximum distance

AWG or kcmil Feet Meters

14 to 1/0 100 30

2/0 to 4/0 80 24

250 to 350 60 18

Over 350 to 500 50 15

Over 500 to 750 40 12

Over 750 35 10
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10.3.1 Design limits

10.3.1.1 Raceway fill and determining raceway sizes

Raceways should be adequately sized as determined by the maximum recommended percentage fill of the raceway
area. Raceway fill is based on the following equation:

(1)

Raceway fill limitations are given in the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70-1990. If the fill limitations and
cable area are known, the raceway area can be calculated and an adequate size can be selected.

10.3.1.2 Maximum allowable pulling tension

The maximum allowable pulling tension is the minimum value of Tmax from the applicable following guidelines,
unless otherwise indicated by the cable manufacturer.

The maximum tension on an individual conductor should not exceed

(2)

where

Tcond is the maximum allowable pulling tension on individual conductor, in pounds
A is the cross sectional area in thousands of circular mils of each conductor (kcmil)
K equals 8 lb/kcmil for annealed copper and hard aluminum
K equals 6 lb/kcmil for 3/4 hard aluminum

When pulling together two or three conductors of equal size, the pulling tension should not exceed twice the maximum
tension of an individual conductor, i.e.,

(3)

When pulling more than three conductors of equal size together, the pulling tension should not exceed 60% of the
maximum tension of an individual conductor, times the number of conductors, i.e.,

(4)

When pulling using a pulling eye, the maximum tension for a single-conductor cable should not exceed 5000 lb
(22.2 kN), and the maximum tension for two or more conductors should not exceed 6000 lb (26.7 kN). The cable
manufacturer should be consulted when tensions exceeding these limits are expected.

When pulling by basket grip over a nonleaded jacketed cable, the pulling tension should not exceed 1000 lb (4.45 kN).

When using a basket-weave type pulling grip applied over a lead-sheathed cable, the force should not exceed 1500 lb
(6.67 kN) as determined by the following formula:

(5)

%Fill
Σ Cable area
Raceway area
--------------------------------- 100%×=

Tcond K A⋅=

Tmax 2 Tcond⋅=

Tmax 0.6 N Tcond⋅ ⋅=

Tmax Kmπt D t–( )=
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where

t is the lead sheath thickness, in inches
D is the outside diameter of lead sheath, in inches
Km is the maximum allowable pulling stress in pounds per square inch (1500 psi to 200 psi [10.34 MPa to

1.38 MPa] depending on the lead alloy)

NOTE  —  For lead-sheathed cables with neoprene jackets, Tmax equals 1000 lb (4.45 kN).

Pulling instructions for coaxial, triaxial, and other special cables should follow the manufacturer’s recommendations.

10.3.1.3 Maximum allowable sidewall pressure

Sidewall pressure, P, is defined as the tension out of a bend expressed in pounds divided by the radius of the bend
expressed in feet. The sidewall pressure on a cable can be calculated by the following equations:

Single cable in conduit,

(6)

Three cables in cradle configuration where the center cable presses hardest against the conduit,

(7)

Three cables in triangular configuration where the pressure is divided between the two bottom cables,

(8)

Four cables in diamond configuration where the bottom cable is subjected to the greatest crushing force,

(9)

where

P is the sidewall pressure, in lb/ft of radius
To is the tension out of the bend, in pounds
C is the weight correction factor (refer to 10.3.2.1)
r is the inside radius of bend, in feet

Equations (7), (8), and (9) calculate the sidewall pressure for the cable with the highest sidewall pressure.

The maximum allowable sidewall pressure is 500 lb per ft of radius for multiconductor power and control cables and
single-conductor power cables #6 AWG and larger, subject to verification by the cable manufacturer. The
recommended maximum allowable sidewall pressure for single-conductor power cable #8 AWG and smaller is 300 lb
per ft of radius subject to verification by the cable manufacturer. For instrumentation cable, the cable manufacturer’s
recommendations should be obtained.
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10.3.1.4 Jam ratio

Jamming is the wedging of cables in a conduit when three cables lie side by side in the same plane. Jam ratio is defined
for three cables of equal diameter as the ratio of the conduit inside diameter (D) to the cable outside diameter (d). The
jam ratio is a concern because jamming in the conduit could cause damage to one or more of the cables. The possibility
of jamming is greater when the cables change direction. Therefore, the inside diameter of the conduit at the bend is
used in determining the jam ratio.

Jamming cannot occur when

(10)

Jamming is not likely when

(11)

Jamming is probable when

(12)

A 40% conduit fill gives a jam ratio of 2.74, which is in the region where jamming is not likely. The inside diameter
of a field bent conduit is usually increased by 5% to account for the oval cross-section that occurs. Adding 5% for a
field bent conduit yields a jam ratio of 2.87, which is in the region where jamming is probable.

10.3.1.5 Minimum bending radius

The minimum bending radius is the minimum radius to which a cable can be bent while under a pulling tension,
providing the maximum sidewall pressure is not exceeded. The values given are usually stated as a multiple of cable
diameter and are a function of the cable diameter, and whether the cable is nonshielded, shielded, armored, or single
or multiple conductor. Guidance for minimum bending radii can be obtained from the National Electrical Code ANSI/
NFPA 70-1990 or the cable manufacturer.

10.3.2 Cable-pulling calculations

The equations used to calculate the expected cable-pulling tension are based on the number of cables to be pulled, the
type of raceway, the cable configuration in the raceway and the raceway layout.

10.3.2.1 Straight sections of conduit or duct

For a straight section of conduit or duct, the pulling tension is equal to the length of the straight run multiplied by the
weight per foot of cable, the coefficient of friction, and the weight correction factor.

(13)

where

T is the total pulling tension of straight run, in lb
L is the length of the straight run, in ft
w is the weight of the cable(s), in lb/ft
f is the coefficient of friction
c is the weight correction factor
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In SI Units,

     T = Lmgfc

where

T is the pulling tension in a straight duct, in Newtons
L is the length of the straight duct, in meters
m is the mass of the cable per unit length, in kilograms/meters
g is the acceleration of growth, in 9.81 meters/seconds2

The coefficient of friction is usually assumed to be as follows:

The weight correction factor takes into account the added frictional forces that exist between triangular or cradle
arranged cables resulting in a greater pulling tension than when pulling a single cable. The weight correction factor can
be calculated by the following equations:

Three single cables in cradled configuration,

(14)

Three single cables in triangular configuration,

(15)

Four single cables in diamond configuration,

(16)

where

D is the conduit inside diameter
d is the single conductor cable outside diameter

The weight correction factor for three single-conductor cables can be determined from figure 2.

Dry cable or ducts 0.5

Well lubricated cable and ducts 0.15–0.35
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Figure 2 —Weight correction factor (c)

10.3.2.2 Inclined sections of raceway

The expected pulling tension of a cable in an inclined section of duct may be calculated from the following formulas:

(17)

(18)

where

α is the angle of the incline from horizontal

10.3.2.3 Horizontal and vertical bends

The tension out of a horizontal or vertical conduit bend is normally calculated from the following approximate
formula:

(19)

Tup wL cf αcos αsin+( )=

Tdown wL cf αcos αsin–( )=

Tout Tinecfθ=
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where

Tout is the tension out of bend, in pounds
Tin is the tension into the bend, in pounds
θ is the angle of the change in direction produced by bend, in radians

This is a simplified equation which ignores the weight of the cable. It is very accurate where the incoming tension at
a bend is equal to or greater than 10 times the product of cable weight per foot times the bend radius (10 w r) expressed
in feet. If the tension into a bend is less than 10 w r, the exact equations can be found in reference [B41]. Cases in
which the exact equations may become necessary are where light tensions enter large radii bends. Usually equation
(19) is precise enough for normal installations.

10.4 Optical cable

The glass fibers in the optical cable are not fragile. The glass fibers are usually well protected by buffer tubes inside the
cable itself. Even though the glass in the fiber is actually stronger (higher tensile strength per unit area) than a metal
conductor, there is very little cross-sectional area in a fiber available for strength and support. For this reason, most
optical cables have other components to provide the strength for cable support during pulling, handing, etc.

The maximum allowable pulling tension on optical cable can vary from as low as 50 lb force (222.4 N) to as much as
800 lb force (3558 N), depending on the cable construction. The maximum tension for a particular optical cable should
be obtained from the cable manufacturer. This maximum recommended pulling tension should be noted on any
drawings, installation instruction, etc. The theory of pulling tension is the same for optical cable as it is metallic
conductor cable. Pulling tension can be calculated based on cable weight, conduit system design, and lubricated
coefficient of friction.

Probably the most common installation mistake is making tight bends in the cable. Tight bends, kinks, knots, etc. in
fiber cable can cause microcracking or growth of flaws in the fiber, with resulting loss of performance.

Minimum bending radius in traditional optical cable is usually in the range of 20 times the cable diameter,
considerably higher than electrical cable; however, new fiber technologies are lowering this minimum bending radius.
This bending radius should be considered by the engineer when specifying conduit bends and pull box openings or
sizing guide pulleys, sheaves, mid-assist capstans, etc.

Optical cables are often pulled for much longer distances than electrical cables. Continuous fiber pulls of over 4000 ft
(1219 m) are not uncommon. These long pulls minimize the number of splices in optical cable which is desirable for
fiber performance. The light weight of the cable makes these long pulls possible, although proper lubrication and a
good conduit installation are also necessities.

Pulling lubricants with some unique features are required by the special nature of optical cable pulling, i.e., long pull
lengths and lengthy pull duration.

Lightweight optical cable rubs on all sides of the conduit through the natural undulation of long straight runs. Many
common lubricants flow to the bottom of the raceway and lose effectiveness in this type of pulling.

As with electrical cable, specific coefficients of friction depend on cable jacket type, conduit type, and the lubricant as
well.

One of the types of conduit used for buried optical cable is the continuous-reeled type. Such continuous duct is popular
because it is inexpensive and offers enough protection to allow the use of the less expensive cable constructions.
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However, the natural curvature memory from continuous duct can produce snaking and winding when it’s placed in
open trenches. While these undulations may look minor, they can result in hundreds of degrees of bend per thousand
foot of pull, and vastly increase pulling tensions even with an extremely low friction coefficient.

Short-length optical cable pulls may not require lubricant; however, for long or complex fiber pulls, lubricant is critical
to making an efficient, high quality installation. Some of the requirements for optical cable pulling lubricant are:

a) Compatibility with polyethylene (no stress cracking) and other types of cable jacket
b) Complete and even coating on the cable for friction reduction at all friction points
c) Consistent low coefficient of friction (over time)

11. Acceptance testing of installed cables

This clause provides guidance for the testing of cables after installation, but before their connection to equipment, and
includes cable terminations, connectors, and splices.

11.1 Purpose

The purpose of these tests is to verify that major cable insulation damage did not occur during storage and installation
and that the cable was properly spliced and terminated. It should be noted, however, that these tests may not detect
damage that may eventually lead to cable failure in service, e.g., damage to the cable jacket or insulation shield on
high-voltage cable, or to low-voltage cable insulation.

11.2 Tests

Safety precautions should be observed during all phases of testing. Cable ends should be properly cleaned of all
conducting material. Cable test results, environmental conditions, and data should be recorded and filed for
maintenance reference. The following tests should be performed, as applicable, in conjunction with the cable
manufacturer’s recommendations:

a) Low-voltage power, control, and instrumentation cables may be insulation-resistance tested prior to
connecting cables to equipment. These cables may be tested as part of the system checkout.

b) The low-voltage power cable insulation resistance tests should measure the insulation resistance between any
possible combination of conductors in the same cable and between each conductor and station ground, with
all other conductors grounded in the same cable.

c) The test voltage should be a minimum of 500 V dc. The minimum acceptable insulation resistance is:
R in m· Ω = (rated voltage in kV + 1) × 1000/length in feet (304.8/length in meters)
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For 600 V cable the resistance values are:

d) Testing of control cable and prefabricated cable assemblies in a similar manner is suggested. The cable
manufacturer’s recommendations should always be considered.

e) Shielded high-voltage power cables should be dc high-voltage tested in accordance with ICEA, IEEE Std
400-1991 , or AEIC standards prior to equipment connection. Unshielded high-voltage cables should not be
subjected to high-voltage dc tests; insulation resistance tests are suggested.

f) Instrumentation cables should be subjected to insulation resistance measurements if circuit performance is
dependent upon insulation resistance. The cable manufacturer’s testing recommendations should always be
considered.

12. Raceways

This clause provides guidance for both a means of supporting cable runs between electrical equipment and physical
protection to the cables. Raceway systems consist primarily of cable tray and conduit.

12.1 Definitions

Some of the following terms are from NEMA TC 2-1990 and NEMA TC 6-1990.

12.1.1 ABS: Conduit fabricated from acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene.

12.1.2 EMT: Electrical metallic tubing.

12.1.3 EPT: Electrical plastic tubing for type I applications, fabricated from PVC.

12.1.4 EPC-40: Electrical plastic conduit for type II applications, fabricated from PE; or for type II and III
applications, fabricated from PVC.

12.1.5 EPC-80: Electrical plastic conduit for type IV applications, fabricated from PVC.

12.1.6 FRE: Conduit fabricated from fiberglass reinforced epoxy.

12.1.7 IMC: Intermediate metal conduit.

Length
ft (m)

R
m·ΩΩ

100 (30.5) 16

200 (61.0) 8

300 (91.4) 5.3

400 (122) 4.1

500 (152) 3.2

600 (183) 2.7

700 (213) 2.3

800 (244) 2

900 (274) 11.8

1000 (305) 1.6
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12.1.8 PE: Conduit fabricated from polyethylene.

12.1.9 PVC: Conduit fabricated from polyvinyl chloride.

12.1.10 RMC: Rigid metal conduit.

12.1.11 Type DB: Duct designed for direct burial without encasement in concrete (also referred to as Type II duct),
fabricated from PVC or ABS.

12.1.12 Type EB: Duct designed to be encased in concrete when installed (also referred to as Type I duct), fabricated
from PVC or ABS.

12.1.13 Type I: Duct designed to be encased in concrete.

12.1.14 Type II: Duct designed for underground installation without encasement in concrete.

12.1.15 Type III: Duct designed for normal-duty applications above grade.

12.1.16 Type IV: Duct designed for heavy-duty applications above grade.

12.2 Conduit

12.2.1 Conduit application

a) RMC or IMC zinc-coated conduit may be exposed in wet and dry locations, embedded in concrete, and direct
buried in soil. If they are installed direct buried in soil, consideration should be given to the zinc coating
having a limited life, and corrosion may be rapid after the zinc coating is consumed or damaged.
When used in cinder fills, the conduit should be protected by non-cinder concrete at least 2 in thick. When
used where excessive alkaline conditions exist, the conduit should be protected by a coat of bituminous paint
or similar material. PVC-coated steel conduit may be used in corrosive environments. Plugs should be used
to seal spare conduits in wet locations.

b) EPC-40 or EPC-80 conduit may be used exposed. EPT and Type EB duct must be encased in concrete, and
Type DB duct may be direct buried without concrete encasement.
Since ABS and PVC conduit may have different properties, a review should be made of their brittleness and
impact strength characteristics. Coefficient of expansion should also be considered for outdoor applications.
Flammability of such conduits is of particular concern in indoor exposed locations. Burning or excessive
heating of PVC in the presence of moisture may result in the formation of hydrochloric acid which can attack
reinforcing steel, deposit chlorides on stainless steel surfaces, or attack electrical contact surfaces. The use of
exposed PVC conduit indoors should generally be avoided, but may be considered for limited use in corrosive
environments.

c) EMT may be used in dry accessible locations to perform the same functions as RMC conduit except in
hazardous areas (as defined by ANSI/NFPA 70-1990).

d) Aluminum conduit (alloy 6061), plastic-coated steel conduit, Type DB, PVC or ABS duct, EPC-40, or EPC-
80, PVC conduit, and FRE conduit may be used in areas where a highly corrosive environment may exist and
for other applications where uncoated steel conduit would not be suitable. Aluminum conduit may be
exposed in wet and dry locations. Aluminum conduit should not be embedded in concrete or direct buried in
soil unless coated (bitumastic compound, etc.) to prevent corrosion. Aluminum conduit may be used, exposed
or concealed, where a strong magnetic field exists; however, conduit supports should not form a magnetic
circuit around the conduit if all the cables of the electrical circuit are not in the same conduit.

e) The cable system should be compatible with drainage systems for surface water, oil, or other fluids, but
preferably should be installed to avoid accumulated fluids.

f) The cable system should be capable of operating in conditions of water immersion, ambient temperature
excursions, and limited concentrations of chemicals. Protection should be provided against attack by insects,
rodents, or other indigenous animals.

g) Cable trays, conduits, and troughs are sometimes run above grade in substations, supported from equipment,
structures, or specially designed ground-mounted structures. Troughs constructed of concrete or other
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material may be laid on the grade. Cost savings may be realized when comparing above grade trays, conduit,
and troughs to similar below-grade systems.
Care should be taken in routing above grade systems to minimize interference with traffic and equipment
access, and to avoid a reduction in minimum electrical clearances.
These systems are more vulnerable to fires, mechanical damage, environmental elements, and seismic forces,
and offer greater susceptibility to electrostatic and electromagnetic coupling than if the cables were below
grade.

h) Above ground pull boxes are sometimes used for distribution panels and for common connections such as
current or voltage leads. The judicious location of these boxes may result in considerable savings.

12.2.2 Conduit system design

12.2.2.1 Exposed conduit

a) Flexible conduit should be used between rigid conduit and equipment connection boxes where vibration or
settling is anticipated or where the use of rigid conduit is not practical. Liquid-tight flexible conduit is
commonly used for this application. Flexible conduit length should be as short as practical, but consistent
with its own minimum bending radius, the minimum bending radius of the cable to be installed, and the
relative motion expected between connection points. A separate ground wire should be installed if the
flexible conduit is not part of the grounding and bonding system. See ANSI/NFPA 70-1990 for additional
guidance.

b) Where it is possible for water or other liquids to enter conduits, sloping of conduit runs and drainage of low
points should be provided.

c) Electrical equipment enclosures should have conduit installed in a manner to prevent the entrance of water
and condensation. Drain fittings and air vents in the equipment enclosure should also be considered.
Expansion couplings should be installed in the conduit run or at the enclosure to prevent damage caused by
frost heaving or expansion.

d) The entire metallic conduit system, whether rigid or flexible, should be electrically continuous and grounded.
e) When installed in conduit of magnetic material, all phases of three-phase ac circuits and both legs of single-

phase ac circuits should be installed in the same conduit or sleeve.
f) All conduit systems should have suitable pull points (pull boxes, manholes, etc.) to avoid over-tensioning the

cable during installation.

12.2.2.2 Embedded conduits and manholes

a) Spacing of embedded conduits should permit fittings to be installed.
b) Conduit in duct runs containing one phase of a three-phase power circuit or one leg of a single-phase power

circuit should not be supported by reinforcing steel forming closed magnetic paths around individual
conduits. Reinforcing steel in the manhole walls should not form closed loops around individual nonmetallic
conduit entering the manhole. Nonmetallic spacers should be used.

c) Concrete curbs or other means of protection should be provided where other than RMC conduits turn upward
out of floor slabs.

d) The lower surface of concrete-encased duct banks should be located below the frost line. When this is not
practical, lean concrete or porous fill can be used between the frost line and the duct bank.

e) Concrete-encased duct banks should be adequately reinforced under roads and in areas where heavy
equipment may be moved over the duct bank.

f) Direct buried nonmetallic conduits should not be installed under roadways or in areas where heavy equipment
may be moved over them unless the conduits are made from resilient compounds suitable for this service or
are protected structurally.

g) Conduits in duct banks should be sloped downward toward manholes or drain points.
h) Duct lengths should not exceed those which will develop pulling tensions or sidewall pressures in excess of

those allowed by the cable manufacturer’s recommendations.
i) Manholes should be oriented to minimize bends in duct banks.
j) Manholes should have a sump, if necessary, to facilitate the use of a pump.
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k) Manholes should be provided with the means for attachment of cable-pulling devices to facilitate pulling
cables out of conduits in a straight line.

l) Provisions should be made to facilitate racking of cables along the walls of the manhole.
m) Exposed metal in manholes, such as conduits, racks, and ladders, should be grounded.
n) End bells should be provided where conduits enter manholes or building walls.
o) Manholes and manhole openings should be sized so that the cable manufacturer’s minimum allowable cable

bending radii are not violated.
p) When installed in conduit of magnetic material, all phases of three-phase ac circuits and both legs of single-

phase ac circuits should be installed in the same conduit or sleeve.

12.2.3 Conduit installation

a) Supports of exposed conduits should follow ANSI/NFPA 70-1990 recommendations or industry standards.
b) When embedded in concrete, installed indoors in wet areas, and placed in all outdoor locations, threaded

conduit joints and connections should be made watertight and rustproof by means of the application of a
conductive thread compound which will not insulate the joint. Each threaded joint should be cleaned to
remove all of the cutting oil before the compound is applied. The compound should be applied only to the
male conduit threads to prevent obstruction.

c) Running threads should not be utilized, and welding of conduits should not be done.
d) Field bends should not be of lesser radius than suggested by ANSI/NFPA 70-1990, and should show no

appreciable flattening of the conduit.
e) Large radius bends should be used to reduce the cable sidewall pressure during cable installation and in

conduit runs when the bending radius of the cable to be contained in the conduit exceeds the radius of
standard bends.

f) Conduits installed in concrete should have their ends plugged or capped before the concrete is poured.
g) All conduit interiors should be free of burrs and should be cleaned after installation.
h) Exposed conduit should be marked in a distinct permanent manner at each end and at points of entry to, and

exit from, enclosed areas.
i) Flexible conduit connections should be used for all motor terminal boxes and other equipment which is

subject to vibration. The connections should be of minimum lengths and should employ at least the minimum
bending radii established by the cable manufacturer.

j) Conduit should not be installed in proximity to hot pipes or other heat sources.
k) Proper fittings should be used at conduit ends to prevent cable damage.
l) Conduits should be installed so as to prevent damage to the cable system from the movement of vehicles and

equipment.
m) Conduit entrances to control buildings should be provided with barriers against rodents and fire.

12.3 Cable tray

12.3.1 Tray design

a) Cable tray design should be based upon the required loading and the maximum spacing between supports.
Loading calculations should include the static weight of cables and a concentrated load of 200 lb (890 N) at
midspan. The tray load factor (safety factor) should be at least 1.5 based on collapse of the tray when
supported as a simple beam. Refer to NEMA VE 1-1991.

b) When the ladder-type tray is specified, rung spacing should be a nominal 9 in (22.9 cm). For horizontal
elbows, rung spacing should be maintained at the center line.

c) Design should minimize the possibility of the accumulation of fluids and debris on covers or in trays.
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12.3.2 Tray system design

a) In general, vertical spacing for cable trays should be 12 in (30.5 cm), measured from the bottom of the upper
tray to the top of the lower tray. A minimum clearance of 9 in (22.9 cm) should be maintained between the top
of a tray and beams, piping, etc., to facilitate installation of cables in the tray.

b) Cables installed in stacked cable trays should be arranged by descending voltage levels, with the higher
voltage at the top.

c) When stacking trays, the structural integrity of components and the pullout values of support anchors and
attachments should be verified.

d) Provisions for horizontal and vertical separation of redundant system circuits are described in clause 5.

12.3.3 Tray application

The usual materials from which the tray is fabricated are aluminum, galvanized steel, and fiberglass. In selecting
material for trays, the following should be considered:

a) A galvanized tray installed outdoors will corrode in locations such as near the ocean or immediately adjacent
to a cooling tower where the tray is continuously wetted by chemically treated water. If an aluminum tray is
used for such applications, a corrosive-resistant type should be specified. Special coatings for a steel tray may
also serve as satisfactory protection against corrosion. The use of a non-metallic tray should also be
considered for such applications.

b) For cable trays and tray supports located outdoors, the effect of the elements on both the structure and the
trays should be considered. Ice, snow, and wind loadings must be added to loads described in 12.3.4.
Aluminum alloys 6061-T6, 6063-T6, and 5052-M34 are acceptable, with careful recognition of the
differences in strength. Mill-galvanized steel should normally be used only for indoor applications in
noncorrosive environments. Hot-dipped galvanized-after-fabrication steel should be used for outdoor and
damp locations.

c) When the galvanized surface on the steel tray is broken, the area should be coated to protect against corrosion.
d) Consideration should be given to the relative structural integrity of aluminum versus steel tray during a fire.

12.3.4 Tray load capacity

a) The quantity of cable installed in any tray may be limited by the structural capacity of the tray and its
supports. Tray load capacity is defined as the allowable weight of wires and cables carried by the tray. This
value is independent of the dead load of the tray system. In addition to and concurrent with the tray load
capacity and the dead load of the tray system, any tray should neither fail nor be permanently distorted by a
concentrated load of 200 lb (890 N) at midspan at the center line of the tray or on either side rail.

b) A percentage fill limit is needed for randomly filled trays because cables are not laid in neat rows and secured
in place. This results in cable crossing and void areas, which take up much of the tray cross-sectional area.
Generally, a 30% to 40% fill for power and control cables and a 40% to 50% fill for instrumentation cables is
suggested. This will result in a tray loading in which no cables will be installed above the top of the side rails
of the cable tray, except as necessary at intersections and where cables enter or exit the cable tray systems.

c) The quantity of cables in any tray may be limited by the capacity of the cables at the bottom of the tray in
order to withstand the bearing load imposed by cables located adjacent and above. This restraint is generally
applicable to instrumentation cables, but may also apply to power and control cables.

12.3.5 Cable tray installation

12.3.5.1 Dropouts

a) Drop-out fittings should be provided when it is required to maintain the minimum cable training radius.
b) Where conduit is attached to the tray to carry exiting cable, the conduit should be rigidly clamped to the side

rail. When conduit is rigidly clamped, consideration should be given to the forces at the connection during
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dynamic (seismic) loading of the tray and conduit system. Conduit connections through the tray bottom or
side rail should be avoided.

12.3.5.2 Covers

a) Horizontal trays exposed to falling objects or to the accumulation of debris should have covers.
b) Covers should be provided on exposed vertical tray risers at floor levels and other locations where possible

physical damage to the cables could occur.
c) Where covers are used on trays containing power cables, consideration should be given to ventilation

requirements and cable ampacity derating.

12.3.5.3 Grounding

Cable tray systems should be electrically continuous and solidly grounded. When cable trays are used as raceways for
solidly grounded or low-impedance grounded power systems, consideration should be given to the tray system
ampacity as a conductor. Inadequate ampacity or discontinuities in the tray system may require that a ground
conductor be attached to and run parallel with the tray, or that a ground strap be added across the discontinuities or
expansion fittings. The ground conductor may be either bare, coated, or insulated, depending upon metallic
compatibility.

12.3.5.4 Identification

Cable tray sections should be permanently identified with the tray section number as required by the drawings or
construction specifications.

12.3.5.5 Supports

The type and spacing of cable tray supports will depend on the loads. Tray sections should be supported near section
ends and at fittings such as tees, crosses, and elbows. Refer to NEMA VE1-1991.

12.3.5.6 Location

Trays should not be installed in proximity to heating pipes and other heat sources.

12.4 Wireways

Wireways are generally sheet metal troughs with hinged or removable covers for housing and protecting wires and
cables. Wireways are for exposed installations only and should not be used in hazardous areas. Consideration should
be given to the wireway material where corrosive vapors exist. In outdoor locations, wireways should be of raintight
construction. The sum of the cross-sectional areas of all conductors should not exceed 40% of the interior cross-
sectional area of the wireway. Taps from wireways should be made with rigid, intermediate metal, electrical metallic
tubing, flexible-metal conduit, or armored cable.

13. Direct burial, tunnels, and trenches

This clause provides guidance for the installation of cables that are direct buried or installed in permanent tunnels or
trenches.
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13.1 Direct burial

Direct burial of cables is a method whereby cables are laid in an excavation in the earth with cables branching off to
various pieces of equipment. The excavation is then backfilled.

A layer of sand is usually installed below and above the cables to prevent mechanical damage. Care must be exercised
in backfilling to avoid large or sharp rocks, cinders, slag, or other harmful materials.

A warning system to prevent accidental damage during excavation is advisable. Several methods used are treated wood
planks, a thin layer of colored lean concrete, a layer of sand, strips of plastic, and markers above ground. Untreated
wood planks may attract termites, but overtreatment may result in leaching of chemicals harmful to the cables.

Spare cables or empty capped ducts for future cables may be installed before backfilling.

This system has low initial cost, but does not lend itself to changes or additions, and provides limited protection against
the environment. Damage to cables is more difficult to locate and repair in a direct burial system than in a permanent
trench system.

13.2 Cable tunnels

Walk-through cable tunnels can be used where there will be a large number of cables.

This system has the advantages of minimum interference to traffic and drainage, good physical protection, ease of
adding cables, shielding effect of the ground mat, and the capacity for a large number of cables.

Disadvantages include high initial cost and danger that fire could propagate between cable trays and along the length
of the tunnel. If fire stops are provided, hazards can be minimized.

13.3 Permanent trenches

Trench systems consist of main runs located to bring large groups of cables through the centers of equipment groups,
with short runs of conduit, smaller trenches, or direct-burial cable branching off to individual pieces of equipment.

Duct entrances may be made at the bottom of open-bottom trenches or through knockouts in the sides of solid trenches.

Trenches may be made of cast-in-place concrete, fiber pipes coated with bitumastic, or precast material.

Where trenches interfere with traffic in the substation, vehicle crossovers—permanent or temporary—may be
provided as needed. Warning posts or signs may be used to warn vehicular traffic of the presence of trenches.

The trenches may interfere with surface drainage and can be sloped to storm sewers, sump pits, or French drains.
Open-bottom trenches may dissipate drainage water but are vulnerable to rodents. A layer of sand applied around the
cables in the trench may protect the cables from damage by rodents. Trenches at cable entrances into control buildings
should be sloped away from the building for drainage purposes. The trenches also should have a barrier to prevent fire
or rodents from entering the control building.

The tops of the trench walls may be used to support hangers for grounded shield conductors. The covers of trenches
may be used for walkways. Consideration should be given to grounding metal walkways and also to providing safety
clearance above raised walkways. Added concern should be given to the flammability of wood.
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13.3.1 Floor trenches

Trenches cast into concrete floors may be extensive, with trenches run wherever required; or a few trenches may be run
under the switchboards, with conduits branching to various pieces of equipment.

Removable covers may be made of metal, plywood, or other materials. Nonmetallic cover materials should be fire
retardant. Trenches cast into concrete floors should be covered. It should be noted that metal covers in the rear of
switchboards present a handling hazard, and nonmetallic, fire-retardant material should be used.

Where cables pass through holes cut in covers, for example, in rear or inside of switchboards, the edges should be
covered to prevent cable damage from sharp edges.

13.3.2 Raised floors

Raised floors provide maximum flexibility for additions or changes. Entrance from the outside into the raised floor
system may be made at any point along the control house wall.

Use of a fire protection system under the floor should be considered.
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Annex A Sample calculations for cable pulling tensions

(Informative)

(This annex is not a part of IEEE Std 525-1992, IEEE Guide for the Design and Installation of Cable Systems in Substations, but is
included for information only.)

This annex is intended to illustrate the calculations required to determine cable pulling tensions in a typical run from
a manhole to a riser pole. The typical duct run used for the calculations is shown in figure A1.

Figure A1 —Duct layout for example calculations

The cable to be used in this example installation is 3-1/c 750 kcmil triplexed aluminum cable with 1/3 concentric
neutral. The completed weight of this cable is 5.375 lb/ft (78.4 N/m) and the outside diameter (OD) for each conductor
is 1.61 in (4.1 cm). Plastic conduit suitable for direct burial (Type DB) is to be used for this example installation.

A.1 Conduit fill and jam ratio

In determining the size of conduit required, consideration should be given to conduit fill and jam ratio. Using equation
(1) of this guide, the % fill is

Using 4 in (10.16 cm) conduit (with an internal diameter of 4.026 in [10.2 cm]),

%Fill
Σ Cable area
Raceway area
--------------------------------- 100%×=

% Fill

3π 1.61
2

---------- 
  2

π 4.026
2

------------- 
  2

------------------------- 100× 47.98%= =
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Since 47.98% exceeds the maximum allowable fill of 40% by ANSI/NFPA 70-1990, the % fill should be calculated for
the next larger size conduit, 5 in.

This is an acceptable fill.

The jam ratio, as discussed in 10.3.1.4, should be calculated next. Assuming field bending of the conduit,

where

D is the conduit inside diameter
d is the single conductor cable outside diameter

Jamming cannot occur based on equation (10) of this guide. Also, where triplexed cable is used, jamming is not a
problem since jamming is the wedging of cables in a conduit when three cables lie side by side in the same plane.

A.2 Maximum allowable pulling tension

The maximum allowable pulling tension for this example cable is calculated by using equations (2) and (3).

     Tcond = K · A

     Tcond = (6)(750) = 4500 lb

     Tmax = 2 · Tcond = 4500 = 9000 lb

However, as indicated in 10.3.1.2, the maximum tension for two or more conductors should not exceed 6000 lb, when
pulling using a pulling eye.

A.3 Minimum bending radius

The minimum bending radius in accordance with ANSI/NFPA 70-1990 for the example cable is 12 times the overall
diameter of the cable. The cabling factor for three conductors triplexed is 2.155.

     Minimum bending radius = (12)(2.155)(1.61) = 41.6 in (105.6 cm)

A.4 Pulling tensions

The pulling tensions for the example are calculated using equation (13) for straight runs and equation (19) for vertical
or horizontal bends.

% Fill

3π 1.61
2

---------- 
  2

π 5.047
2

------------- 
  2

------------------------- 100× 30.5%= =

Jam Ratio
1.05D

d
---------------=

Jam Ratio
1.05 5.047( )

1.61
----------------------------- 3.29= =
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Pulling from A to H.

Since pulling down the vertical section A-B and around the curve B-C would require a negligible tension, the
calculations are started at C.

     TD = Lwfc

where

L is the length of straight duct, in feet
w is the weight of cable, in lb/ft
f is the coefficient of friction
c is the weight correction factor

In SI Units,

     TD = Lmgfc

where

L is the length of straight duct, in meters
m is the mass of the cable per unit length, in kg/m
g is the acceleration of gravity, in 9.81 m/sec2

f is the coefficient of friction
c is the weight correction factor

The weight correction factor (c) for three single cables in a triangular configuration is calculated using equation (15).

     c = 1.13

Therefore, assuming a dry cable or duct with a coefficient of friction of 0.5,

     TD = (500)(5.375)(0.5)(1.13) = 1518 lb

     TE = TDecfθ

where

θ is the angle of the change in direction produced by bend in radians

NOTE  —  Conversion factor from degrees to radians is 0.017 45.

c
1

1
d

D 2–
------------- 

  2
–

----------------------------------=

c
1

1
1.61

5.047 1.61–
------------------------------ 

  2
–

---------------------------------------------------=
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     TE = 1518 e(1.13)(0.5)(45)(0.017 45)

     TE = 1518 e0.4437

     TE = 2366 lb

     TF = TE + (100)(5.375)(0.5)(1.13)

     TF = 2366 + 304

     TF = 2670 lb

     TG = TFecfθ

     TG = 2670 e(1.13)(0.5)(45)(0.017 45)

     TG = 2670 e0.4437

     TG = 4161 lb

     TH = TG + (200)(5.375)(0.5)(1.13)

     TH = 4161 + 607

     TH = 4768 lb

This is within the maximum allowable tension of 6000 lb. However, the maximum sidewall pressure of 500 lb/ft
should also be checked. The maximum sidewall pressure for this pull will occur at curve F-G and is calculated using
equation (7).

where

P is the sidewall pressure, in lb/ft of radius
c is the weight correction factor
To is the tension out of the bend, in pounds
r is the inside radius of bend, in feet

     P = 188 lb/ft

This is acceptable.

Pulling from H to A,

     TG = Lwfc

     TG = (200)(5.375)(0.5)(1.13)

     TG = 607 lb

P
cTo

2r
--------=

P
1.13( ) 4161( )

2( ) 12.5( )
--------------------------------=
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     TF = TGecfθ

     TF = 607 e0.4437

     TF = 946 lb

     TE = TF + (100)(5.375)(0.5)(1.13)

     TE = 946 + 304

     TE = 1250 lb

     TD = 1250 ecfθ

     TD = 1250 e(1.13)(0.5)(45)(0.017 45)

     TD = 1250 e0.4437

     TD = 1948 lb

     TC = TD + (500)(5.375)(0.5)(1.13)

     TC = 1948 + 1518

     TC = 3466 lb

     TB = 3466 ecfθ

     TB = 3466 e(1.13)(0.5)(90)(0.017 45)

     TB = 3466 e0.8873

     TB = 8417 lb

This tension exceeds the maximum allowable tension of 6000 lb. Therefore, a cable pull from H to A should not be
permitted. The cable should be pulled from A to H. The let-off reel should be at the riser pole and the cable should be
pulled toward the manhole, in order not to exceed the maximum allowable pulling tension or sidewall pressure.
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